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**,* ABSTIU\CT ***

The Èhesis examines the relative cohesion
bet¡ceen two aspects of municipal policy inE{innipegs property tax policy- and- Iand usepolicy, The development and-administrationof loca1 tax policy are documented andreviesed in light of -the overall objectivesof property taxation systems. in this
_regqrd, _ tax poJ.icy in Winnipeg is f ound tobe deficient from the perspectlve of tradi-tional principles of geuitV, ability to pay(regressiveness), and benefit for services.Local t?x poJ.ícy is then analyzed in terms
9f its lqrnacts on land use anå development.
These effects are in turn compared tõ cur-rent land use objectives to determine Ëhedegree of cohesiveness bet¡reen the two func-tions of Local government.

Findings indicate that there is an ine-quítable distribution of the tax burden intþç_çity that creates regions of tax favour-ability from the perspective of land use anddevelopmgnt. Tax policy encourages newresidential and commércial developñent intþç suburbs, and places a high tax Ëurden onolder structures in older -neighbourhoods.
This trend is found to be in diiect opposi-tion to the policy direction of lanä- useobjectives contained in plan t{innipeq. Itis concruded tha! rittre,mesion
exísts between tax policy and, Iañå use poli-
gy in t{ínnip:g" rn 1ight of this, suiges-
Erons are made to create a means of estab_Iishing cohesive taxation and land usepolicy, and to create a more coordinated
mechanism for the delívery of the two munic-ipal. functions in Winnipeé.

1V
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Chapter I
PROPERTY TAXå,TION AND THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT

TaNes are a force of immense power over thespirit of men. Tax policy can indüce men to workhard, to risk forËunes, to take chances on theexpectation of success and profito o n Almost everyform of tax that is encountéred by each of us durling the span of a lifetíme affectã the land. The
99e, appearance, cost, value, and owner are aIIinf luenced. by tþ.T_. :: They inf luence ttre quaf itiof commercíal buildíngs aII over Àmerica. Morethan any other single force in our socíety, taxescontroL the appearance of our conmunities" o. Lan-downers, buitding otùners, land developerso landspecglators, and land investors act in iesponse tothe dicËaËes of tax policy.t

Peter ldo1f

planners and urban strate-
many forces that shape and

One of these forces is the

the public treasury on the
ownership of urban land. Land use planning also represents a

public cl-aim on that 1and, it sets out to regulate how and

1 ,1 Introduction to Thesis

Of special interest to city
gists of various kinds are the

control the urban environment.

property tax, or the claim of

for what purpose land can be used.

two functions are inter-related,
To a certain extent these

land use influences taxa-
tion and taxation has effects on 1and use.

I Land in America (pantheon Books; N.y., 1991), p. 1OZ.

-1
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@ Purpose

On a very general leve1, the purpose for writing this
thesis is to explore the rel-ationships between two separate
and yet inextricably rinked functions of l_oca1 government¡
property taxation and urban planning. Though taxation is
widery recognized as an important factor in urban develop-
ment, it is an area that is often avoided by planning schol-
ars and misunderstood by professionar planners themsel_ves.

on the policy Ievel, it is often the case that erected rep-
resentatives are unaware of the fact that local tax policy
can work at cross-purposes to the established goars and

objectives local- land use pranning initiatives.
SpecificaIly, the purpose of this thesis is to examine

the developmenL of property tax policy and assessment admin-
istration in the city of winnipeg to determine the impacts
of property taxation on rand use and development, and to
determine whether these impacts are consistent with current
land use objectives in the city.

ø Definitionse property Taxation and TaN Assessment

The property tax in canada and the united states is an ad

valorem tax based on real and personal property. Às such,
it can be described as a charge imposed by a regisrated tax-
ing authority on owners of property v¡ithin a prescribed tax
jur i sdict ion. r t i s based on the current or market val_ue of
that property. Thus the term property taxation refers to



the imposition and subsequent collection
as a means of generating revenues to
publ ic services.

of the

de f ray

Property tax assessment is a distinct procedure within
the property taxation process. Àssessment refers to the
varuation of real and personal property for the purpose of
systematicalry and equitabry imposing the property tax. rn
effect it distributes the tax burden among property o\,¡ners.

The assessment of individuar properties is essential_ for
determining the tax base or sum total of the varues of al1
taxable properties within a tax jurisdiction. property tax
assessment is thus only one administrative step in the prop-
erty taxation process, and the two shourd not be c'onfused or
used interchangeably.

similar to other functions of rocar government, property
taxation includes a legislative or policy-directive dimen-
sion¡ âs werl as an administrative structure to imprement

those directives. one vray of keeping the distinction
between taxation and assessment clear is to view assessment

as a single function in the administration of the property
tax, and to view property taxation as a legisrative function
of local government officials within the context of munici-
pal fiscal policy.

3

property tax

the costs of
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1 .1 " 1 Statement of the problem

Property taxes exert pressures which influence land use

decisions and urban deveropment. The administration of the
present system of property taxation has direct effects on

land use which in turn affect locaLional choices for specif-
ic uses as well as the spatiar distribution of urban
resources. The establishment of tax policy and assessment

procedures within the municipal fiscaL context affects the
goals and priorities of urban development. This creates an

opportunity for conflict between land use planning goals and

assessment policy.

Objectives

To set a mandate for his work

Joseph Beeman wrote the following:
in the 1 960's, William

urban planners need to know how urban institu-tions, such as !h. property tax, affect efficiencyin the allocation of urbañ land and the spatialpattern of growth. urban experts have recognizedthe necessity of identifying and quantifyiñg thefactors that shape decisions involving Iánd useand investment in urban real- estate. túe property
tax is one of those factors, but until noiv i¿ hasrarely been studied in this context.2

Beeman makes three important points: 1) we need to know how

property taxation affects land use and pJ-anning; 2) we need

to know to what extent property taxes affect land-use and

pranning; and 3) vre don't know enough in general about the

2 william Joseph Beeman, Thg property Tax and the spatial
Fattern of. growth Within ú



relationship between taxation and planning.
To guide this inquiry, the forrowing specific objectives

have been set:
1"

2.

3.

to examine the establishment of assessment
Winnipeg and document its effects on the

policy in
process ofurban development.

to analyze the distribution of the tax
lipeg to determine the implications ofland use decisions

burden in Win-
that system on

to explore the supposed conflict
municipal tax policy and those oforder to examine ways of reducing

between the goals
land use planning
that conflict "

of
in

@ Organization

chapter one of the thesis will serve as an introduction
to the study. rL will incrude a formar statement of the
problem as well as an introduction to .the general reration-
ship between property taxation and land use. A review of
riterature pertaining to the effects of property taxation on

urban development will set the thesis into context with oth_
er studies.

chapter Two of the thesis wilr review the historical
development of the property tax system in canada. The chap-
ter r'¡ilI arso incl-ude a short section on the role of taxa-
tion in the context of municipal government, particurarry as

an important element of municipal fiscaL policy. Finarry, it
will present the theoretical underpinnings of property tax
systems, and set the criteria for evaruating an effective
tax base.
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chapter Three of the thesis will examine the deveropment

of tax policy in winnipeg. rt will include a review of leg-
islated policy within the Citv of Winnipeq Àct, âs wel1 as

adrninistrative and procedural policies of the Ï.tinnipeg
Àssessment office. Finally, a brief evaruation of tax policy
in winnipeg will be presented in light of the theoretical
objectives outlined in ChapLer Two.

chapter Four of the thesis wirl outline the current land
use and development policies no$¡ in prace in winnipeg, rt
wiLl include an introduction to plan Winnipeq, and an out_
line of the major land use poricy directives contained with-
in the plan"

chapter Five will estabrish an anarytical model for moni-
toring the effects of property taxation on rand use and

development in winnipeg" This will require the serection of
case study areas and the corlection of assessment data from
within those areas. These effects wirr be anaryzed in the
context of current land use policy as established in chapter
Four" conclusions wilr then be made with respect to the rer-
ative cohesion between the deveropment effects of tax policy
and existing land use policy.

chapter six wil-1 provide a discussion of the results of
the previous chapter. Based on the findiDgs, some recommen-

dations can be made concerning whether or not property taxa-
tion can be made more consisLent with rand use pranning
ob jectives in I^¡innipeg. some generar suggestions can arso
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be made toward the creation of a greater degree of policy
coordination between these tv¡o municipal functions. Finarly
a model for a tax-supported planning program wilr be posit-
ed"

1 "1,2 Orientation end parameters

The thesis will be approached from a planning perspective
with interest in discovering more about how tax policy
affects planning and the realization of land use policies.
It wilr accept as a basic premise that property taxation as

we know it is a well established municipal institution that
will 1ikely continue to function in our cities relatively
unchanged for some time.3 The thesis wilr therefore be a

positive one in that it looks at what the rerationships are
between pranning and property taxation, and wirt exprore
ways in which inherent poricy confricts between the two

functions can be minimized.

In singring out property taxation from the municipal pol-
icy rearm, it may be argued that tax policy itself cannot be

studied in isolation from the service derivery or expendi-
ture side of fiscar policy. That is, if taxation is directly
rel-ated to the services it finances, then a rerationship
between taxation and rand use would not be the issue; rather
the issue wourd be whether a rerationship exists between

expenditure policy and land use policy. rn winnipeg, how-

ever, there is no direct linkage between how money is raised

3 As supported
findings in

by the Manitoba As sessment Review Committee
published in 1972"A Fair Way To Share,
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(taxation) and where it is spent. In fact, the vast propor-
tion of tax revenues are consumed by the current budget
which covers day-to-day administrative costs of running the
city. In other words, taxes are treated as general rev-
enues, they have no direct destination on the expenditure
side. This means that it is possibre to focus on the rel_a-

tionship between taxation and rand use h,ithout focussing
with equal weight on the fiscal budgetary process.

A study of the effects of taxation on rand use must

achieve some degree of focus to ensure proper sca1e. rt
wourd be unwierdy to analyze arr aspects of local tax poricy
and their consequent impacts on urban land use. rn so say-
ing, this thesis will focus on tax policy as it relates to
property varuation and assessment administration in winnipeg
to the exclusion of elements such as property tax exemption
poricy, schoor tax revies, and rocal tax incentive programs.

This is not to deny the importance of these policy areas to
rand use and development; on the contrary, each wourd

require a study of thesis proportion to handl-e properry. As

a result, they must be set aside at the outset.
The study will confine itserf to one municipar jurisdic-

tion, that being the city of winnipeg. rt has been stated
that there are as many property tax systems as there are
locar tax jurisdictions. This impties that each jurisdic-
tion is unique; each has its own regislated provisions and

administrative mechanisms which effectively precrudes com-
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prehensive inter-urban comparisons, some general principles
may app1y, however, to other major Canadian cities.

@ Sufimary

The property tax is a force which acts on the composition
of the urban landscape; it affects its physical development

and its decision- making process. It is a force that must

be more clearly understood by planners and municipal
decision-makers. According to a report issued by Lhe Bureau

of Municipal Research in Toronto,

The property tax exerts numerous pressures on land
deveropment " For the most part these pressures
have been unintended and remain uninvästigatedwith empirical data. yet it is the conclusiõn ofthis bulletin that many of these side-effects
produce sub-optimal land use patterns, which, in
most cases I conflict directry with sound urbanplanning principles. a

Steps must be taken to create more coordination between land
use planning and fiscar policy planning through property
taxat ion.

1"2 Taxation and Developments Literature Review

over its history, property taxation has been the subject
of considerabre critical attention. Generallyr criticism
and analysis of the property tax has farlen into three major
streams. Firstry, there are those who attack the tax on the
grounds of its revenue generating capacity; on its abirity

a Prgpertv Ta]<ation and Land Development, (Bureau of Munici-pal Research, Toronto, 1973), p.5"
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to provide necessary funds for rocal public expenditures.
secondlyr property taxation has been scrutinized from Lhe

perspective of equity; its critics focusing attention on the
distributional effects of the present system. Thirdly, and

perhaps most recently, schorarly attention has been focussed
on the effects of property taxation on the urban environ-
ment. This section will focus on the latter of the three
streams of critical analysis of the property tax.

rnterest in property taxation and urban deveropment has

been increasing in recent years as fiscal resources are
under mounting stress from proliferating service demands at
the local IeveI. pressure on the property tax to meet esca-
lating service demands has affected how urban planning pri-
orities are establ-ished on the reveL of public decision-
making, as well as how investment decisions are made in the
private sector.

rndependent studies examining the effects of taxation on

the urban environment are varied in scope and in degree. Às

a result, the literature relating to the impacts of property
taxes on urban development can be described as somewhat ad

hoc in naturei that is, some studies look at specific
impacts on particular sectors of urban development, such as

housing for instance, while other studies rook at larger
trends such as the effects of taxation on demographic migra-
tion patterns.



From a review of pertinent
11

literature in this area, the
impacts of property taxation on the process of urban dever-
opment can be organized in the following vray. Firstly,
property taxation can have broad inter-urban impacts on the
national or macro l-ever. secondly, taxation can have

impacts within the urban area t oy on an intermediate or
intra-city leve1. Ànd finarry, taxation can affect the
development of particurar projects on a site-specific or
micro l-evel. The f ollowing section wirl catalogue some of
the major impacts of property taxation as derived from cur-
rent literature organized according to Lhese three revers of
impac t .

1.2"1 Inter-Urban Effects

@ Demographic Migration
According to pearr M. Kamer, the current fiscar problems

associated with the eroding tax bases of large Àmerican 
"1t-

ies has contributed to "the general shift of popuration and

economic activity from the 'snowbelt' to the 'sunbelt' . " S

Kamer examined the dynamics of this shift in a study of
thirty-eight American cities which compares, among other
fiscal indicators, the population growth rates and the
growth of property t.ax revenues of northern and southern
American cities. she arso noticed a trend of in-migration
of rural southerners into declining northern central cities

5 Pearl M" Kamer,
N.Y. ,1983) , p.2 

"

( praeger :
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which increased demands in areas such as education, werfare,
and health care. concurrent to this in-flow was the exodus

of middle income residents and businesses to sunbert areas

which featured less congestion, porrution and high rents
associated with northern cities. The move southward was

facilitated by changes in technology which reduced the
necessity of businesses to be located near urban centres,
These shifts acceLerated the erosion of northern municipal
tax bases and drained northern cities of their most produc-
tive workers and businesses.6

ø Shrinking tocal Autonomy

The decline of the revenue producing capacity of the
property tax system has necessitated a greater dependency on

senior lever transfers as a means of financing locar expen-

ditures. rn terms of urban deveropment, this dependence on

federal level- support has begun to undermine rocal autonomy

in the formuration of policies and programs. The logic is
that local governments enjoy less control of the expenditure
side of fiscal planning as sources of internarly generated

revenues fail to keep pace with public service demands at
the local level.

6 rhis trend is arso summarized in rrene s. Rubin, Runninq
i!,tþe Ie9: Tþe Politicar Dvnamics of urban niscar- stresrs(State University of N.y. pi
work she calls this trend the "rnigratioñ anä tax base ero-sion" model.
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The growth of municipar transfers is primarily a canadian

response to the dilemma of insufficient revenues at the
local l-eveI"7 According to a report issued by the canadian

Federation of Mayors and Municipalities, such a dependence

can "destroy Itf¡e] accountability and autonomy of the recip_
ient government."s Local governments claim that they can

barely generate the revenues needed for maintainance of hard
services, and are almost whoì-ry dependant on other sources

of funding for major developrnent projects.s whether this is
in fact as great a probrem as locar government officiars
suggest is a matter of debate. Às we shall see, rocar gov-
ernments have much to do in improving their existing revenue

sources bef ore they can legitimately make a cl_aim f or more.

1.2.2 Intra-City Ef fects

ø Inner City Deterioratíon / Suburban Migration
Perhaps the most significant impact of property taxation

on large cities is its contributing force toward downtown

deterioration. As noted by Lhe Bureau of Municipal

rn the u.s" experience, federar initiatives to reduceinter-governmentar aid in the form of brock grants hasbeen a poJiçv of tÞ. Reagan administration, f,tacing therespons ibi 1i ty f or local a id on the state lever-. see Kam-€8, p.56-60.
E "Puppets on a shoe-string: The Effects on Municipal Gov-ernment of canada's syàtem of public Finance" iottu*u,ÀpriI 26, 1976), p.29.
s see Thomas J. Plunkett, "The rmprications For Decision-Making of the Dependence on conditionar Grants From senior

Governments and the property Tax", in canadian Tax Founda-tion, 1973 Conference Rèporl (Toronto, 1974), p. 61g.
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Research, "Ii]n the centrar city, the conflict between local
tax poricy and land use goals is particurarly acute."1o As

the central work place for many of the city's residents, the
centrar city demands an abnormalry high rever of services.
rn addition, as wm. H. oakrand has discovered that in Batti-
more, the situation is

..._particularly problematic for this coun_try [U"S.À. ] 's centrã1 cities, which, because ofsignificant shifts in the socio-economic charac-teristics of their residents, have experiencedextraordinary increases in demands for tireir pub-1ic servi"g?_ whire experiencing substandard gräwthin their ability to finance thém.1 1

High tax rates are justified because of artificially high
property varues due to the locational advantages of the
core, however those same tax rates are sufficient to drive
many business and residents out of the core. Às a resurt,
the inner city is caught in a 'high tax rate, eroding tax
base' cycle as low cost taxpayers (middle income residents
and smalr businesses) flee to the suburbs leaving only high
cost taxpayers (1ower income residents, senior citizens,
industry) in the core area.

l0 Flgpçrtv _Taxation and Land Use Development
1

William H" Oakland, Using the property TaxCity GovernmeDt," in George E. peteisonl ed.,Tax-Beform (Urban Land jnstitute: I.iashington
p.141,

tl

( Toronto ,

to Pay For
Propertv

, 1973) ,
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@ Demand for Housing

studies indicate that property taxation can affect the
housing market in tvro ways¡ by contributing to the input
costs of new construction and by providing a disincentive
for the renewal and maintainance of existing structures.
According to Dick Netzer, "high property taxes effectively
shrink the market for all types of improvement in the cen-
tral city housing market... Fear of potentiar property tax
increases can be a potential deterrent to improvements of
centrar city residential properties. " 1 2 George E. peterson

has monitored three impacts of property taxation on housing,
particularly in the inner city. Firstly, it encourages a

reduction in the average size of units to distribute as much

as possible the shiftable portion of high tax rates; second_
Iy, it encourages less maintainance and a general reduction
in the quality of housing because of the built in dis-
incentives that the present system has on improvements; and

thirdly, taxation contributes to the number of abandoned
structures in brighted areas which reduces the total_ number

of units on the market."l3 The net effect is to discourage
investment in housing in high tax areas, shifting deverop-

12 Dick Netzer, Lrnp,agt of the property Tax (¡¡at
tee on urban Probrems, G@ton),

13 George E. peterson, "The property Tax andHousing Markets," in propertv Tãx Réform. p.1
l1^-*^-a ..-

ional Commit-
1 968 , p.223 

"

Lower-I ncome
11 " See alsoNorman A. i.i.atz, n Nei rho ¡Àn nRe onrh ct axA nt Tax loomencr.es, (Housing Conservation TõmmiG ch lCagO, 1978) 

"Ratz monitored the effects of assessment
County on neighborhood decline and renewal.

lag in Cook
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ment toward lower tax suburban fringe areas.l4
@ Spatiel ÃlIocaÈíon of Land Use

ït stands to reason that alr things being equal, firms
will rel-ocate in lower tax areas. It has been demonstrated

that the existing revers of property taxation affect the
locational choice of residents, business and industry.
According to N,T. Wang, "It]he ]ocation of buildings, pro_

ductive equipment, and simirar man-made property can depend

in part on differentiars in taxation among communities or
nations."l5 As shal1 be examined further, the situation in
winnipeg is not so much affected by rate differentiars as it
is by antiquated assessment levers. The current system cre-
ates favourable tax treatment in areas which are crearly
under valued due to out-dated assessment data.

1 .2.3 Effects on Properties

@ Renetral and Maintainance ÐisíncenËive

The property tax that farrs on both land and buildings
has been shown to have the effect of "penalizing" owners who

want to improve their properties. rn a definitive study,

14

15

9.. c.R" Bryal!r.et af., The city's countryside (Longmans
Press: N.y " ,1982) , pp. 32-40 

"

T:T: . Wang, Taxat ion and Dgvel_opment ( praeger : N. y 
" ,1976), p:7. N support the effectof taxation on locationar choice: see Norman À. Katz,urþa$ neiqhborhoods: An Action Report on Tax Assessmenl;

t orton, tiousinq Taxation iuni-versity of wisconsin press: Madisoffieaton
and.Y.P. Joun, Tlre Effect of !þg=propertv fax _
turinq location
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Mary Rawson notes that taxation on improvements "evidentry
contributes to the deterioration of our cities by its
inhibit ing effect on buirding and capital investment. " 1 6

Generarly, fear of an increase in assessments deters proper-
ty owners from making needed improvements to their proper-
ties. Àccording to proponents of the site value system, the

current system of assessing both rand and buirdings in
effect penarizes owners who want to make those improvements.

rn a similar vein, the present system actualry favours
the hording of vacant land over the development of that par-
ceI. This is supported by the findings of the Bureau of
Municipal Research: "since improvements (are) taxed, (there

is) l-ow incentive to buirdr ffiâintain, refurbish; these would

resurt in lower returns, higher assessments for core land
ov¡ners. " 17 Ànd f ina1ly, in stating a case f or a 'rand only'
basis for property taxation, Mason Gaffney argues that:

Taxing buildings slows down the renewal and
replacement of decayed and desolate buildings byneh'. Taxing land does just the opposite. Itdrains cash from the sleeping owner oi- underdevel-
oped land and presses him to improve or sell. 1 I

16 in Pçopertv Taxation and urban DevelopmenL (urban Landfns Rawson studiesthe effects of eradicating the tax on buildings in Burna-by, B. C.

Propertv Taxation and Land Development, p"7 .

Mason.GaffD€y, "Àn Agenda for strengthening the property
Tax" in George E, patterson, proBerÈy Tax ñeform (gioo¡<:
ings Institute: Washington, 1m

l7

l8
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ø Timing of DevelopmenLu Allowable Densities
rt is widery acknowredged that property taxation can have

a bearing on when a particular rand parcel shourd be devel-
oped. This is chiefly done by establishing the rever or
intensity at which the deveropment site sharl be assessed.
rf a land parcer is to be assessed according to its'highest
and best possibre use' as is the current policy of most

property Laxation systems in NorLh ^America, the ef f ect will
be to actually encourage the development of that site. N.T.
Wang explains:

rf a tax is based on the varue of rand in its cur-rent use' as is often advocated on the groundsthat otherwise the tax levied wilr be out õt rinewith the revenues available to pay it, this wiIIintroduce a bias into decisionè as to when todevelop the-property for a new use if [it is
assessed atl tutl market value, the higher cóst ofholding it wilI induce development.ls

The 'highest and best possible use' controversy becomes

particularry problematic in the urban fringe areas as werl
as in the inner core area of the city. rn the urban fringe,
the development potential of surrounding agricurturar rand
is recognized by specurators, and the varues of such rands
become infrated with respect to non-developable farm land.
The recognition of the increased market values of this land
by assessors creates a situation wherê the income from farm-
ing the land cannot economicarly support the higher tax
rates, thus¡ â farmer is in a sense forced to serl to the
developer.2o

r s N.T. Wang, Taxation and Devel_opment , p.20.
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Tn the urban core, vacant rand parcels with extremely
high development potential arso cause probrems for municipal
assessors. rn this case, the recognition of the higher use

potential of a site likewise encourages premature devetop-
ment and thus creaLes a shortage of open space in the cen-
tral city.

Ànother impact of property taxation closery related to
core development is that the high rate of central city taxa-
tion determines to a rarge extent the allowabre densities of
residential and commercial projects. It has been demon-

strated that "only high densities can carry the tax burden,"
which creates a development vaccuum between intensive, high-
rise, new construction developments and ord, deteriorating
and unrefurbished structures.2l rn a sense, then, the prop-
erty tax rates within a city set the parameters for what

kinds of developments witl be economically viable to carry
the tax burden "

1.3 Summarv

Property taxes impact the urban environment on

els. On the macro, or inter-jurisdictional leveI
taxes can affect the migration of peoples from

high to lower effective tax rates. As yet this

three lev-

, property

regions of

is chiefly

20 sgg Bryant, Russworm and Maclerlan, The city's country-side, pp.17-30. see also Frederic D. stocker, %ssess-
ment of Land in urban Fringe Areas" in Àrthur D. LynnJr.,.The Propertv Tax and its Àdministration (u. of wis-consin Press; Madison, W

21 Property Taxation and Land Development, pp. g-11.
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an Àmerican phenomenon in the observed net-flovr of peopres

moving from 'snowbelt' to 'sunbelt' regions. The declining
capacity of the property tax al-so influences the deveropment

of cities on a nationar l-evel- " rncreasing dependence on

senior level- funding for financing locar derivery of servi-
ces creates a situation whereby loca1 autonomy with respect
to spending priorities is threatened and eroded by the con-
ditionar nature of government transfers. property tax rates
arso contribute to competition among tax jurisdictions for
opportunities for increasing the tax base. This l_eads to a

proliferation of tax base incentives and enticement packages

which enlarges the scope of disparity within and between tax
jurisdictions.

on the intermediate or intra-city level, taxation dispar-
ities between the centrar city and the suburbs contribute to
the out-flow of low cost (in terms 'of service consumption)
citizens and busínesses from the core area to the suburbs.
This creates a high tax rate, eroding tax base spiral in the
inner city, where tax contributions cannot keep pace with
demands on municipar services. The existence of such tax
disparity also influences the spatial all_ocation of land
uses within the city as firms and industriar developments
rel-ocate in areas containing the greatest degree of tax
advantages, most often in the suburbs. simirarly, the hous-
ing market is disaffected by high tax rates in Èhat invest-
ment is discouraged in the centrar city. only smarler
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units, capitalizíng on the economics of scale, can rocate in
the core. The amount of the tax burden that must be shifted
to inner city tenants effectively precrudes ne*, low income

units from locating in the inner city without significant
subsidies"

Property taxes also impact deveropment on the micror or
site specific level-. As an input cost for developers, taxa-
tion on improvements create inherent dis-inceniives for the
renewal and retrofitting of existing structures and discour-
ages proper maintainance for individual property ov¡ners.

À1so, the use level at which property assessments are deter-
mined, that is, according to the current l-ever of use or
highest and best possibre use, can have an effect on the
timing of the development of that property.

Most of the literature surveyed reflect Àmerican studies
of American conditions. These are arguably not the same as

conditions in canada; this due to the generarly superior
f i scal ' health' of the latter . It is important to under-
stand the known effects of the tax, however, whether real- or
potential, before looking at the specific effects of the tax
in winnipeg.

1 .11 Conclusion

À review of the current literature addressi
of property taxation and the urban environment

the effects of taxation are varied in scope and

ng the issue

reveals that
degree, The
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problem most critics are faced with is this: all agree that
property taxes do in fact have an effect on the growth and

development of our cities, but in the wide range of factors
that affect development, it becornes impossibre to isolate
the effects of property taxes arone from the myriad of other
factors that contribute to planning and development. Às a

result, it becomes impossibre to quantify what the sole
effects of taxation are in relation to other variables that
exist" This is perhaps a prausibte expranation for the fact
that in all of the studies, no reliable moder has been

advanced for the exact determination of the degree that tax-
es impact urban development and the precise nature of those
effects.

As a result, the rerationship between property taxation
and urban deveropment must be viewed and studied more or
less as a symbiotic one; !¡e must determine how the tv¡o f unc-
tions co-exist as elements of municipar policy. Mason Gaff-
ney hints at the inter-relatedness of taxation and planning
by reasoning as follows;

Land pranners concern themserves with the rela-tions among the uses to which independent private
ovrners put their land. These private or.¡ners most-ly seek to maximize their individuar net aftertaxes. Since taxes are a large function of allcosts' after-tax welfare is quite different frombefore tax werfare. so pubric rand planners seek-
ing to influence^private Landowners musL perforce
be tax planners.22

22 Mason Gaffney,
35, May 1969,

"Land Planning and
pp" 178-185 (emphasis

the Property Tax"
supplied).

JAI P
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Property taxation is a force that affects the deveropment

of our cities. Às suchf ar,rareness of the property tax is
increasingly becoming an essent ia1 ingredient in the
enrargement of the pranner's scope and understanding of
dynamics that play a rol-e in the management of land use in
the city"



Chapter II

The. property tax abounds in anomalies. During thepast centyry' lo major fiscar instítuËion, heie orabroad, has been criticized at such rengitr-añãwith guch vigori yer no major fiã;al ínsrÍt"tlãñhas changed so tittle in nodérn tímes" r -

- Dick Netzer

The property tax is an ad valorem tax revied on reaf and
personal property. rt vras conceived as a source of revenue
for local government to finance the derivery of various ser_
vices to the community. rn a vast majority of tax jurisdic-
tions, the property tax forms the burwark of internarly gen-
erated local revenue; in some cases, it is the sole taxing
power of municipal government.

rn the previous chapter, some impacts of property taxa-
tion on urban development vrere introduced. This chapter
will examine the property taxation system in greater detair.
rt is intended to establish the history and general theoret-
ical principles underlying the property tax as we know it
today.

1 from Economics of The property Tax, p. 1.
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Chapter Two is divided into three sections.
will- present a brief overview of the history
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The first
of property

taxation with a focus on the canadian system, and will
include a survey of the criticar trends that have developed

throughout the history of the tax. The second section will
examine the role of the property tax as an instrument of
municipar fiscar policy. It wilr review the relative impor-
tance of the property tax in reration to other 1oca] revenue

sources. The third section wilI review the theoreLical
principres that have emerged out of the critical history of
property taxation. These principres or overalr objectives
wirl provide a basis for an evaruation of the current taxa-
tion system employed in the city of winnipeg in the forrow-
ing chapter.

2.1 HisËorv of the prooertv Tax

The earliest semblances of a property tax can be traced
back to the ancient civilizations of Àssyria and BabyJ_on

(circa. 3000 B"c. ) . À tax v¡as levied primariry f or miritary
purposes in order to finance defense fortifications and to
provide soldiers with necessary military equipment. The

rore of the property tax was rater expanded in England with
the passage of the Erizabethan poor Laws in 1601. These

laws shifted the responsibirity of providing for the poor

from the monastic orders, guirds and private charity organi-
zatíons, and praced it on government and society at rarge.
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The effect of this regisLation was to distribute the respon-
sibility for the provision of sociar and physical services
to 1ocal jurisdictions.

The evolution of the property tax in the Àmerican experi-
ence is complex in that there was no uniform system of taxa-
tion sustained throughout the developing colonies; ie. each

locar jurisdiction established its own unique means of fis-
car solvency.2 Generalry, the locar tax system emerged from
a pre-American Revolution system known as the 'guasi-feudal
quitrent', a nominal sum levied against arl land grants and

ovrners. This tax was a symboric gesture to affirm the rec-
ognition Lhat actuar users held their rights only under the
seigneury of the crown, which ultimatery owned the absorute
proprietary rights to the rand. Interestingry, the quitrent
was not levied against the varue of property as we know it,
but rather according to a user's 'faculty' or ability to
pay.

colonists opposed the tax on the grounds that the accumu-

lated revenue should be used to relieve the hardships of
acquiring and improving land at home rather than having it
sent over-seas. Arso, settlers who refused to sanction the
ultimate crown rights to 'their' rand often avoided payment.

The quitrent system was abolished after the American Revoru-
tion in favour of a tax based on the varue of certain cl_as-

2 For a detailed study of the development of rocal_ taxationin the New England colonies see Jenè peter Jensen, proper-
, (university oi ctËgoPress; Chicago, 1931 ), chaþter 2.
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among the thirteen colonies.

property which
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differed

The property tax became a comprehensive ad varorem tax
folrowing the civil VIar applying to arr property within a

particurar iax jurisdiction at a uniform rate. The ad varo-
rem taxr oF taxation according to the capital or market val-
ue of land and improvements, developed as a product of the
predominantry agrarian Àmerican society. According to R"

Barlowe, the property tax v¡as abre to gain a wide margin of
acceptance during this time because of three important fac-
tors: 1) taxes were row in reration to income due to a mod-

est demand for services; 2) revenues were directly rel_ated

to the financing of services to properties; and 3) there vras

a high degree of correration between the wealth of an indi-
vidual and his or her ownership of real property.3

The development of the canadian system of property taxa-
tion bears a close resembrance to that of the American sys-
tem. section 92 of the sritish North America Àct(1967 ) gave

authority to each province to levy and collect direct taxes
for the purpose of financing rocar, municipal and provincial
governments" This direct taxation authority r,ras in turn
granLed to major municiparities through provincial statute
or charter.

3 nareigh Barrowe, "Taxation of Àgriculture", in Richard w.Lindblom 
"d: ^ pfoperty ,raxatio (university of wiscon-sin Press, 1967), p. 98.
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The first canadian regisration enabring locar property
taxation was passed by the House of Assembly of upper canada

in 1793 " The Assessment Àct \,¡as enacted to f inance the con-
struction of gaols (jairs) and gaorer's sararies, and to
assist in establishing the means for controrling bears and

wol-ves.a The system used was also an ad valorem tax on rear
and personal property and was administered by a local
assessment of f icer , In view of these limited objectives,
this proved to be a successful and appropriate tax, as $ras

the case with the early forms of Àmerican system.

Despite changing circumstances and an entirery different
socio-economic climate in urban service derivery, the prop-
erty tax system in canada has remained reratively intact to
this day. other locar revenue sources have been added, such

as licencing fees, business taxes and special property cras-
sification levies (non-assessabl-e properties such as tere-
phone companies, rairways), but the tax on real property
remains one of the most valuable sources of l_ocar revenue.
rn effect, it has become "the bulwark of locar autonomy" by

giving local authorities the power to generate the revenue

necessary for public expenditures.5

33 Geo III C"3.

R"M. Bird and N.E. slack, Residentiar properlv Tax Reriefin Ontario (University of T

4

5
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2"1 "1 Critical Trends

over its histoty, the property Lax has been castigated on

many fronts. critics have raberled the tax as inherently
regressive in that it discriminates against Lower income

groups in favour of the wealthy. others have argued that
the property tax can no longer be considered a benefit tax
in that it does not adequately reflect a charge for pubric
services directly rendered to property owners, but supports
services totally unrerated to property. others charge that
the tax is unfair in that it creates a double tax on those
who choose io hord their wearth in rear estate as opposed to
other less tangibre forms of investment hordings. stilr oth-
er critics have focussed their attacks on assessment admin-

istration, craiming that the subjective nature of property
valuation creates serious and disruptive inequities within
and between jurisdictions. In all, property taxation has

been condemned in both theory and practice, its critics hav-
ing generated a vast l-iterature on its inherent weaknesses

and on proposals for various reforms of the present system.

Perhaps the first and in some v¡ays most infruential cri-
tique of the tax appeared in 1979 in a document entitled
Proqress and povertv by poritical economist Henry George.

rn this general social treatise, George advocated a single
tax on land which in his view wourd abolish poverty, reduce

unemployment, decrease crime and generarry elevate human

morals, taste and intell_igence. By creating a mechanism
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whereby it vras possible for government to appropriate rent
(wealth produced by the exerLion of rabour and capital),
George believed that land speculation would be eliminated as

monopolies would no longer be profitable. Essentialry, he

felt that land ov¡ners shourd be allowed to retain their
holdings and improvements as security, but that they should

be taxed for the rent accrued to the rand which in actuali-
ty was the varue "given" by society as a whoIe. An ovrner

would then retain the wearth that he creates, and wourd be

taxed on the weafth that society creates.

George's main concern with the ad varorem tax sysLem was

its negative effect on capital improvement. "Tax improve-

ments, and the effect is to lessen improvement; tax com-

merce, and the effect is to prevent change; tax capitar and

the effect is to drive it away. "6 He reasoned that by

untaxing the value of real- and personal property and by tax-
ing its productivity, individuar incentive was in no way

diminished. At the same time, the single property tax
structure would no longer create a disincentive for social
productivity and physical development as a whole.

rn 1895, Edwin R.A. seligman developed some of Henry

George's theories a step further in a scathing attack on the
property tax which he denounced as "beyond arl doubt one of
the worst taxes known in the civirized worrd" "z seligman

Henry
Garden

Edwin
ch. 2"

George, Prosress and poverty (2Sth ed,
City, N.Y. ), p.412.

Doubleday:

R.A. SeIigman, Essays in Taxation (lqacmi 1Ian, 1 895 ) ,
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noted that because of the comprex nature of property, it r.¡as

virtually impossibre to distinguish the value of physical
things themsel-ves ( ie" land and buildings) f rom capitalized
income fIows" Thus the property tax failed in some counts
to reach wearth herd in the investment in human capital and

other income potentiars. In other counts, it amounted to an

erratic doubre tax on property and gross assets which had no

consistent guiderines. secondly, seligman noted that the
tax was poorry rerated to a person's ability to pay. The

value of property did not adequatery refrect income poten-
tial, he reasoned, nor did assessed vaÌues reflect capital_-
ized values consistently throughout a yearry business cycle.

The critiques of seligman and George had two significant
impacts on the property tax. FirstIy, it instigated what

came to be known as the'single tax movement', which result-
ed in a shift away from taxing the value of buirdings and

improvements to land. rn fact, vestiges of the single tax
experiment are still detectabl-e today; in winnipeg, for
example, rand is taxed at 100e" val-ue and buirdings at 2/3

total value" secondry, a shift away from a total dependence

on the property tax for municipal revenue resurted from

these critiques" Àt the Lurn of the century, ,rocal govern-

ments began Lo explore nev¡ possibilities for revenue sources

such as rocal income tax levies, highway taxes, ricencing
fees and rocal sal-es taxes. As a resurt the property tax as

a percentage of locar revenue slowly began to decrine.
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The rapid urbanization of the earry 1900's to the 1920's

narked a dramatic increase in the total revenues generated

by property taxes. Àccording to Netzer, this v¡as a period
when local jurisdictions buirt an irreversible dependence

upon the property tax as a revenue source.s During this
time, the revenue producing capacity of the tax responded

well to the demands of financing local services and, for the
most part, tax revenues r^rere able to keep pace with rocal
expenditures. This virtually enshrined the property tax as

an indispensabre municipal revenue source, despite its theo-
retical and practical weaknesses as articulated by seligman
and George, among others. A pragmatic view developed within
loca1 government fiscal circres which herd that 'what works

will remain until something better comes along'.
The 1 930's depression, however, brought renewed frontal

assaults on the property tax. At that time, property values
feI1 as did personal incomes, and increased demands for
local services could no longer be financed by derinquent
property rate-payers. Às governments went bankrupt, it
became evident that the property tax could not adequatery

adapt to changing economies. In other words, the tax was not
as erastic with respect to local service demand as vras once

deemed. This sparked another round of critical opinion that
the property tax shourd be aboLished as a principar revenue

source. I

Dick

see

Netzer, Economics of the proÞertv Tax, p.6"

Property Taxes (Tax Policy League: Washington, 1940)
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looking at how we can
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growth has once again softened criti-
tax and has led to a current trend of

of the property tax as a municipal

For the most part r ct itics today are

improve the property tax rather than

2,2 General Obiectives of the propertv Tax

From the historicar evol-ution and the critical history of
the property tax has evolved three basic principres or

objectives that form the theoretical foundation of the prop-

erty taxation system and become the basis for evaruating
such systems. These are 1) the equity and fairness princi-
pre, 2) the ability to pay principre, and 3) the benefit for
services princ iple.

@ equity principle
As defined by Frederic H. Finnis, " lelquity in taxa-

tion means jusLice or fairness. Accordingly¡ ân equitable
tax must provide a fair method of distributing the tax bur-
den among all tax-payers within a taxing jurisdiction."io
The equity principte is a cornerstone for the justification
of the ad varorem system of property taxation, which hotds

that the current value of rear property is the fairest stan-

17 4-186 
"

i", An Introduction to ReaI propertv Tax-
Pitman Ltd¡ ToronLo, 19W
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dard for distributing the tax burden " This principle
suggests that wearth in the form of rear property is the

appropriate base for taxation, it is the measure which just-
Iy determines the lever or amount of revy which shall be

appried to rear property and thus demanded of a property
owner "

Equity in taxation refers to horizontal equity between

properties of similar value and rike characLeristics, it
demands objective or equaL treatment of all properties of
simirar varue within a taxing jurisdiction. For example, the

equity principle simply states that tvro properties valued at

$60'000, with all other factors being the same, will be

assessed at an equal rate. As A.J" Robinson puts it,
"[þ]orizontal equity requires that individuals and families
in similar circumstances bear the same taxes."1 I

@ ability to a pay principle
A primary goal of any system of taxation is that it

should be progressive; that is, it should be rerated to a

person's capacity or ability to pay those taxes. rn short,
taxes must be rel-ated to a property owner's income so that
as incomes rise, so do his property taxes. using Robinson's

formulation above, one courd then say that ability to pay

irnplies vertical eguitv according to income statusr oF as

Finnis exprains, "those who can afford to pay more shourd be

11 A.J"
f rom
versi

Robinson, "fs Equity a Viable policy
Canada's Tax Structure and Economic Goa

Objective?",
Is (York Uni-ty Presst Toronto, 1967).
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taxed more heavily so that those in ]ower income brackets
pay proportionately less than those in higher brackets o,12

The ability to pay principle emerged as it became

increasingly apparent that the var-ue of rear property, in
itself, was not an adequate base for taxation.

Not all wearthy peopre choose to live in houses oftheir own and not arr people who rive in housesare wealthy; the oh'nership or renting of propertywill be very much a matter of choicã and mäy or
may not be infruenced by the income of the peison
making the choice. 1 3

It is surmized that the inadequacy of real property as a

base for taxation was largery responsible for the regressive
tendencies of the property tax system which placed a dispro-
portionate tax burden on low income earners. Thus, in order
for the property tax to keep up with rising incomes and

inflation, the socio-economic circumstances of property orvn-

ers had to be taken into account in distributing the tax
burden.

@ benefít for services

The benefit principle
ard M. Bird explains, rr

rests on the commercial

pay f or what you get, r' 14

principle

is based on simple 1ogic. As Rich-

Ii] n essence, the benefit principle
principle that it is only fair to

According to Finnis, the benefit

An Introduction to Real prooertv Tax-12

t3

14

Frederic H. Finnis,
ation, p.20.

Ibid., p"23"

Bird, Richard M. , Charqinq for p_UÞl:C,Services: À New(Canadian Tax Foundation; Toronto,
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principle impries that there must be "a geographic reration-
ship between the source of tax revenues and the place where

those revenues are spent. " 1 5 As suggested by these two

explanations, there are two levers by which a taxing system

can be evaruated with respect to its reration to benefit for
service delivery"

on the broad level of the taxing jurisdiction as a whole,

it is generally conceded that it is those property owners

within a tax jurisdiction who will receive the benefits of
the expenditures of property tax revenues. unlike any other
major taxation system, the benefits of property tax expendi-
tures are generally enjoyed by those who pay the tax. rt is
argued that l-ocal- revenues account f or a general improvement

of the living conditions of all area inhabitants, thus there
is a broad linkage between those who pay the tax and where

money is spent. 1 6

But on the l-ever of individuar properties, the relation-
ship between property taxation and services enjoyed breaks

down. The Bureau of Municipar Research found that in Toron-

to, "there is no ronger a direct relationship between real
property value and services received."l7 Because of the

diverse nature of the 'packaging' of local services, it
becomes difficult to trace the direct benefit of particular

15

16

l7

Finnis, An Introduction to ReaI property Taxation, g.21"
see Bird
61-63.

and Slack, U¡La¡ Public Finance in Canada

Propertv Taxation and Land Development, p.8,

' PP"
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tomunicipal services to individual properties.
Netzer,

Accordi ng

The property tax does finance some services toproperty. However, by and large, a tax based onthe value of taxable property does not croseryresembre, in its distribution of payments amongindividual users of servíce, a pri.ä-fitå u"",
charge ' even for locar governmänt services toproperty. l I

rn short, the benefit principle implies that there should
be a direct relationship between tax levies and the arroca-
tion of municipal services and resources. rn effect, it
views the taxation system as a means of payment for munici-
pal services consumed. The complexity and diversity of
municipal servicing, however, makes the benefit principle a

rerativery nebulous concept for evaluation of the taxation
system, but as a general principle or objective, it stresses
that there must at least be some rerationship between the
distribution of municipal costs and the arlocation of munic-
ipal resources.

2"3

As

LionaL

ment s .

ment s

within

dut i es

a Revenue Source

mentioned earrier, the B.N.À. Act arrocated constitu-
duLies between the federal and provincial govern-

one of the responsibilities of the provincial govern-
was to establish and administer municipal institutions
the province. property taxation y¡as one of these
or powers that courd be deregated to the rocar rev-

1 I Economics of the property Tax , Þ.71 .

I s for an examination of provincial-municipal sub-
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eI.1 e this section will examine the rore of the property
tax as a municipal revenue source, examine the range and

types of services which the property tax finances, and pro-
vide a list of attributes of an effective tax base from an

admini strat ive perspect ive "

2.3"1 RoIe in Municipal Finance

rn canada, the property tax is the third largest singre
tax (incruding arl governments) in terms of revenue produc-

tivity behind the Personal rncome Tax and the sales Tax,

generating 9.6 billion dollars in 1984. In the 1920,s, the
property tax accounted for over 80e" of local municipar rev-
enues, but with the rapid expansion of services, locar gov-

ernments have had to depend less and ress on the property
tax as a revenue source. rn the mid 1960's, property taxes
generated approximately 50e" of municipal revenues, but by

1979 that figure fe]1 to approximately 33eo, or 6.665 billion

delegations of taxing povrer in canada, see Frederic H.Finnis, Property Assessment in canada, (canadian Tax
Foundation, 1979), chapters 2-11. rinnis summarizes thesituation as follows: In five of the ten provinces
Prince Edward Isl-and, Nova Scotia, New Brunswiðk, Ontar-io, and nritish columbia Lhe whore assessment function
is the responsibirity of the provincial government oE, as

i in British corumbia, of an independent piovinciar author-
itv. rn the other five provinces provincial responsibil-
ity ranges from fuI1 control of assessment in arr munici-palities except one or two of the larger cities, as isthe case in Newfoundland, Manitoba anã saskatchewan, tono direct responsibility for the function other thanreguiring the use of a provinciarly prepared manual inall muniéipalities as is the case in- euebec. Àrberta
arso requires the use of a provincial manuar, but munic-iparities may and do request the province to undertake
the work for them (pp.1 -Z) "
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dollars nationarry.20 Today it is estimated that on the
average canadian municipalities generate approximately 2seo

of their local revenue from the property tax.
concurrent with the decline of the f iscaJ_ importance of

the property tax as a source of revenue was a dramatic
increase in loca1 government spending. whire the property
tax has consumed a stable percentage of the G.N.p. at
between 3 and 4eo, pubric expenditures have grown by an aver-
age of 12e" per year since 1947, while the G.N.p. has

increased at onry 8eo. Thus, while government expenditures
absorb an increasing percentage of the G.N.p., property tax
revenues have barery managed to keep pace. rn short, the
graduar decrine of relative importance of the property tax
as a source of municipal revenue suggests that it is ineras-
tic to the dramatic arowth in pubric expenditures, and that
it is becoming less and less an adequate means of financing
loca1 government services.

@ Growth of Munícipal Services

Along with the rapid urbanization of the early part of
the century, increasing demands $rere made on locar govern-

ments to provide a wider range of services. These demands

on services incruded sociaÌ service areas such as parks and

recreation services, increased police and f ire protection
services, and continued support of schoot and ribrary facir-

2o Canadian Tax Foundation,
es 1979 (Toronto, 1 980 ) ,

-pp. 108-118.
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ities. Àccording to Thomas J. plunkett, municipal
governments were no longer faced with issues associated with
the delivery of traditional hard services (ie" roads, water
supply, sewage collection); rather, they e¡ere increasingty
faced with nev¡ issues more crosely affecting the "quality of
urban 1ife." These demands concerned

development patterns, the rehabiritation ofneighborhoods, the provision of sociar and recrea-tionar amenities, the revitarization of the down-town core-' the provision of pubric support toh?y"ing schemes to those who (could) nol'Ue pro_vided with adequate accommodation entirely ttrrãugnthe market mechanism, the revamping oi publlchealth and social services to meet thã needä of avaried urban popuration and the provision of ade-quate insLitutional facilities foi the care of the
?ged and. the.handicapped. In addition, theseissues (were) associated with the deveroomentpranning and the location of public improveñrentsin a manner which (minimized) their uñdesirabresocial- and economic effects on both peopre andneighborhoods. 2 I

; rn order to finance the growth of pubric expenditures in
soft services at the locar lever, municipal governments have

become increasingly dependent on transfer payments from sen-
ior governments. To off-set the decline of the dependence

on the property tax as a revenue source, conditional and

unconditional grants paid to municipar governments have dra-
matically increased. senior lever transfers accounted for
17Y" of local revenue in 1947,

4590.2 2

a figure which now exceeds

21 Thomas J" Prunkett, The Financial stlucture and Decision-
Yel.inq PToEgts ot=ça
Ottawa, 1972), p.70

For an examination of the growth of municipal transfersystems see Dare E. Richmond, "some common rssues in pro-
22
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According to Richmond, "the gap between rocar revenues

and rocal expenditures has tended to widen over time", due

in large part to "a substantial change in the composition of
the public aoods and services requested of locar govern-
ments."23 this situation has resul-ted in what some critics
term "fiscal imbalance." The canadian Federation of Mayors

and Municipalities has noted in a report that "rocar govern-
ments, having access onry to the property tax (non-growth

tax) cannot keep up with the demand for expenditures." This
creates an unprecedented dependence on transfers which are

"over-whermingry conditional, " and which "destroy Itne]
accountability and autonomy of the recipient government,"

making it virtually impossibre to barance municipal budg-

ets" 2a The problem facing municipar governments is that
assigned or assumed responsibilities are out of barance with
their assigned fiscal resources.

The gradual decline of the adequacy of the property tax
to finance local expenditures has complicated decision-
making at the municipal level. Property taxation has been

described as not unlike prucking feathers from a goose,

where city fathers must gather as many feathers as possible
while producing as little squawk as possibre. rn property

¿ó

24

vinciar - Municipar Transfer systems" têtnadian pubric
Po1icv Summer 1980, pp. 252-268"

Ibid., p. 256"

canadian Federation of Mayors and Municipalities, "pup-pets on a shoestring: the Effects on Municipal Govern-ment of canada's system of pubric Finance" , (ottawa,
1976), pp. 29, 32, 33"
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taxation, a 'squawk point' is reached, regardless of Lhe

demand for public expenditures, whereby it becomes counter-
productive to raise the effective rates of property taxation
or to assess property at a higher leve1.

Jerome P" pickard has noted as early as 1962 that "the
unwhol-esome combination of high taxes and rapidly rising
municipal costs coupred with the need for stirr greater
municipaL expenditures to keep the ol-der cities reasonabry

attractive has in many cities almost reached the point of
expIosion."25 Property taxation, no longer capabre of gen-

erating the revenues demanded by locar governments, has been

pushed to a point of saturation it has reached a plateau
of revenue productivity which it is no longer responsive to
the expanding f iscal needs of l_ocal government.

To summarize briefry, the authority for the direct taxa-
tion of rear and personar property in canada is deregated to
major municipalities by provincial statute. The property
tax is a major source of municipal revenue which has not
been able to keep pace with escalating demands for public
expenditures at the local leveI. Às a result, rocal govern-
ments have had to seek new sources of rocar revenue, and

have had to depend more and more on senior governments for
revenues in the form of Lransfer payments. This creates
fiscar probrems for barancing municipal budgets in situ-
ations where responsibilities assigned to rocar governments

25 Jerome p. picard,
Taxation (Urban
I,lashington , D.C. I

Land
1962)

r ndU ffect1n
tute Research Monogram
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are unrerated to the taxing povrers delegated to Lhem for
financing expenditures. The shrinking sphere of internally
generated revenue capacity for local governments has both
direct and indirect implications for the establishment and

administration of municipal rand use poricy, while at the
same time it provides the opportunity for greater interven-
tion from senior levels into generar urban deveropment

through municipal transfer mechanisms.

2,3.2 ObiecËives of a¡ Ef fective TaN Base

Property tax bases are evaruated not only according to
theoretical principles such as equity, but they are also
rated according to pragmatic objectives; that is, their
ability to generate revenues to meet municipal government

service responsibilities. Over its history, the tax has

successfully generated Iarge revenues, thus, theoretical
objectives have sometimes come secondary to basic practicar-
ity. Jens P. Jensen refrected this more rearistic position
as early as 1929 in saying, "there is no general principle
of taxation that inexorabry demands identical forms, equal
rates, and comprete inclusiveness of properties for taxa-
tion. À tax system must be justified by its resurts."26 rn
view of this observation, forlowing are some of the adminis-
trative requirements of the municipal tax base.

26 Jensen, Tqlç .Exemption es a Means of Encouraqement to
I?dustrv, (Universisty oi
.1 0.
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@ publíc legitimacy and accepLance

The property tax system must be easily understood by the
generar pubric and generally perceived to be fair. As noted

in a report by the Research and policy Analysis Branch of
Winnipeg,

A point which can be overlooked is the fact thattaxes are paid 'with the consent of the governed.'
Àny system which is widely perceived as vrrong wiIl
break down politically and in practice.2T

A main ingredient in this objective is accountabirity" This
can be applicabre on two levels: firstly, to be legiLimate
in the broad sense, the jurisdiction which spends the money

should be the jurisdiction that corlects it. secondlyr oo a

more specific Ieve], those who collect the taxes shourd be

accountabre to those from whom the taxes are collected.

technical criteria
Other factors of consideration in evaluating a tax base

are: 1)frexibility, 2) certainty, 3) economy of collection
and 4) difficulty of avoidance.2s Flexibility refers to the
erasticity of the tax to changing circumstances of service
demand. Responsiveness is essential- to ensure adequacy of
revenues to cover annual fiscal expenditures. certainty is
closely related to flexibirity in t.hat the time of cor,l_ec-

tion as well as approximate amount of tax owing are known

27

2A

uApproaches to Urban Finance in Winnipeg in the 1980's,"(unpublished), p. 14.

these are treated in greater detair in "Àpproaches to
Urban Finance .oo," pp. 17-20.
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factors -- unlike, for instance, the income tax. This

carries weight of practicability. Economy of corlection is
serf-explanatory, this refers to the percent of the revenue

raised that is consumed by the assessment and collection
system. rn canadian property tax jurisdictions this figure
ranges from 3 - Seo on average. Finally, the avoidance prin-
ciple rates the tax system according to ease of evasion.
Again, in comparison to the income tax structure, the prop-

erty tax system rates high in this respect.

@ neuËrality

one of the administrative objectives of the property tax
system which is often overlooked is its effects on economic

distribution patternsr or its neutrality. wirliam Joseph

Beeman exprains this term as folrows: "neutrarity means to
avoid interference with the attainment of an optimar arroca-
tion and use of resources."2e A tax that is neutral will
not affect the normar consumption patterns relating to that
which is taxed. rt becomes evident that this particular
principle is central- to the nature of this study. crearly,
if the property tax is such that its imposition affects the

distribution of land uses and influences locationar choice

for development, it does not conform to the principle of
neutrality"

2s Beeman, p,1 1 
"
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The economic neutrality of the property tax is the sub-
ject of considerable debate among tax theorists. Firstry,
many disagree that neutrarity is a principle worth striving
for in taxation. Second1y, there are those who consider
that property tax neutrarity is a misnomer; ihat is, the
very nature of the tax has alrocational implications and

thus precrudes neutrality. This ratter group advocates the
positive use of the non-neutrar imprications of the tax as a

rand contror device, thus discarding neutrarity as an objec-
tive of the tax system. As Jerome p. picard has noted,

There is considerable difference of opinion as towhether tax systems should be used as a toor orcould be an effective tool in encouraging either
development or non-deveJ_opment of Iand. So

This "debate" will become the focus of the ratter chapters
of this thesis.

2.4 Conclusion

The property tax is one of the ol_dest and most reliabre
forms of institutional revy used for the purpose of financ-
ing rocal government in canada, yet at the same time it is
one of the most unpopular. No other tax has been more vili-
fied by academics, cursed by properLy owners and scrutinized
by pubric officials than the property tax. rt has been

stated that if criticism arone could rid a tax of its
defects, the property tax would have been a perfect tax rong

ago. Dick Netzer notes that "during the past centuryr no

30 Picard, chanqing urban Land uses as Affected by Ta]<ation(Urban Land l¡
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major fiscal institution, here or abroad, has been criti-
cized at such length and with such vigor; yet no major fis-
cal institution has changed so littre in modern times. " 3 1

Despite the many inherent weaknesses of the property tax, it
remains one of the most venerabre and dependabte forms of
taxation used in North Àmerica today.

31 Dick Netzer, Economics of the property Tax (grookings
Institute, 1966FJF



Chapter III

DE\TELOP!flENT IN WINNIPEG

To find a value good and true
Here are the things for you Èo doConsider your replacement cost
Determine the value Lhat is lost
Analyze your sales to see
What market vaLue realIy should be
No¡y if these suggestions are not clear
Copy the figures you used last year.

Anonymous Rhymester

The intent of this chapter is to provide an overview of
the property tax structure in the city of winnipeg. To this
end, the chapter is divided into three sections according to
three specific areas of consideration; a) the regislative
provisions governing the tax system as contained within the
City of l.iinnipeq Act, b) the administrative structure within
the winnipeg Àssessment office which provides the mechanism

for implementing the assessment processi and c) ttre policy
structure estabrished by the city which provides the direc-
tives that determine the manner by which the assessment
function is to be executed in the city of !.tinnipeg. Finalry
an evaluation of the property tax structure can be provided
in light of the theoretical and administrative objectives
outlined in the previous chapter.

48
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3"'l Leqislation Governing Ëhe Tax System

À1r matters pertaining to the assessment of rear property
in Manitoba municiparities, with the exception of the city
of winnipeg, are governed by The Municipar Assessment Àct
(s.u"1970). separate provisions for assessment in winnipeg

are contained within The city of winnipeq Act (s.¡¿ "1971) "

The two acts differ only in a few detairs, thus the forrow-
ing review will focus on the latter Àct as most pertinent to
this study.

The Act stipulates that "al-l lands are riabre to taxa-
tion" Is.1 52 ( 1 ) ] . Properties which are exempted from taxa-
tion are catalogued; generally crown land¡ râirway proper-
ties, and lands owned by the Rural Municiparity of Rosser

[ss.1 52 (2-5) ] . rt should be noted thai 'rand' as defined by

the act includes all rights and interests in land proper as

well as improvements and structures whether affixed to the
rand or not [s.151(d)]. one peculiarity of the Àct alrows
for the exemption of the varue of new construction for up to
two years from bhe start of construction Iss" 1 56(1-ZO) ] .

This in effect provides a'tax break'for new structures for
the amount of time a building has been compreted in under

two years.

Regulat i ons

provided in s.

At least
asses sor
informati
valuation
the city

pertaining to general reassessment cycJ_es are

158(1) as follows:

opcç in each three consecutive years the
such

on as may be furnished to him, make a
of every parcel of rateable property in

according to his best judgement and eñter
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such valuat ions in an
prepared by him annually
approved by council, but

assessment roll to be
in an appropriate form

anv. failure ... bv theor 1n the val ons at I once Inh three nsecut 1v ars does n invali
and shal deemed n ver to have invalidate
assessment roIls.

This section contains two important provisions; 1) that ar1
properties in the city are to be reassessed every three
years; and 2) failure to do so does not invalidate previous
assessments. rn essence, this means that the City is
reguired by law to regularllz reassess property in Winnipeg,
but allowances are made in the event that this does not hap-
pen in which case, the ord assessments are to be used.
As wirl be discussed rater, the city has not carried out a

regurar reassessment program, and the conseguences of such

reassessment policy has had important implications for land
use development in the city.

subsections 159(1-2) create a distinction between the
levels of value at which rand as distinct from buirdings and

improvements are to be assessed. The rand portion of rear
property are to be assessed at its futl current value where-

as buirdings are to be assessed at 2/3 of their respective
varues. Às noted in chapter one, this distinction has been

estabrished in order to shift the tax burden more heaviry
toward rand to counteract the inherent dis-incentives for
improving properties which a baranced levy (l_and and buird-
ings at ful1 value) would create.

1 emphasis supplied.
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The validity of assessed varues is judged on the basis of
whether they are fair in relation to other assessments in
the immediate vicinity. section i59(3) provides that

...an assessment of any rand shalI not be deemedto have been improperly made or to be fixed at anunreasonable¡ ufìjustr of improper amount if the
amount at which the rand is assessed bears a fairand "iust reration to the amounts at ,^¡hEE-otËerlands in the city are assessed.

Thus, a property is properly assessed if other properties in
the area bear similar assessed values, regardress of whether

or not these properties are assessed at or near their
respective market values.

À major part of the assessment legisration in the city of
winnipeq Act regulates the administration of the business
tax. This tax is l-evied on the basis of a percentage of the
rental varue of arl'business premises Is.166(1)l according
to detaired schedules which determine the business tax rate
[s.'172(2)]. Business owners are liabre to a tax on a per-
centage of rental varue ranging f rom 2% 15e" depend.ing on

the type and nature of the business. The business tax is
levied in addition to the normal- property taxes on the land
and buildings assessment.

Remaining sections dear with appeal procedures availabte
to owners of assessed properties and other interested par-
ties" Appeals are heard by a Board of Revision which is
appointed by council Is.186(1 )]. Where assessed values are
deemed not in accordance with properties of similar charac-
teristics, the board may order a reassessment Is. 1 99 (2)] 

"
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where a comprainant is dissatisfied with Lhe decision of the
Board of Revision, he or she may appeal to the Mr¡nicipal
Board Iss"203-208] , and further to the Court of eueen's
Bench Iss.212-220] "

@ Legislated TaN policy

In general, Part VII of the City of Winnipeq Àct is a

detailed body of legisration controlring the types and

interests in properties which are liable to property taxa-
tion. with respect to poricy governing assessment proce-
dure, however, the act is unspecific. Generalry, it states
that vaLuation obe ma sessors 1n ordance

with the information that is available to him and accordino
to his best'iudqement, thus there are few regislated pori-
cies governing valuation techniques or standards of value.
These are generally determíned by the assessment office.

3"2 The tr{innipeq Assessment Of f ice
The city Àssessor is appointed by councir and carries out

his responsibilities through the winnipeg Assessment office.
The department operates four separate branches; the commer-

cial Àssessment Branch, the Residential Assessment Branch,

the Land Àssessment Branch, and the Busíness Assessment

Branch. The office operates on an annual budget of approxi-
mately $3.69 mi1lion, and carries 11s futl time positions,
of which approximately fifty-five are fierd assessors,
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thirty-five are crericar and office staff, and ten are in
management positions. City assessors are trained jointly
wi th Provinc ial assessors under the Man i toba Assessors

Training and Education program which is affitiated with the

Àppraisal Institute of Canada. The four year program is
structured so that on-the-job training can be suppremented

with evening courses to create a balance beLween theoretical
study and practicar apptication of techniques in the job

situation.

3"2,1 Assessment Procedure

The assessment procedure in winnipeg consists of three
steps or processes. The first step invol-ves the classifica-
tion of all properties in the tax jurisdiction according to
type or use. The second step involves the actuar varuation
of each individuar parcel of real property including the use

of various methods of valuation for different crasses of
land and buildings" The finar step of the assessment proce-

dure is the listing and recording of all property varuations
on assessment rolls "

ø classification of properÈies

The first stage of the assessment procedure rists arl
real estate, both taxabre and non-taxabIe, to ensure a com-

prete inventory of Land and property holdings. It is impor-

tant for the Assessment Department to maintain a comprehen-

sive record of all land transactions, rand consoridations



and sub-divisions, as well as building construct
tions or additions which may affect property
order to generate a compJ_ete property inventory
officials make extensive use of air photos for
mapping, building permit and inspection data

condition and real estate transaction records

sLatus.
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ion, demoli-

values. I n

, assessment

Iand surface

for building
for ownership

rn winnipeg, land parcels are crassified according to
four predominant use classifications; residential, commer-

cial, farm, and other. The importance of the use crassifi-
cation is that different mirr rates are appried to different
crasses; thus the tax burden is distributed with different
"weight" among the various crasses of property according to
poricy set by assessment officials. A recent report on the
assessment system in winnipeg summarizes as fo110ws:

It] rre cLassification system identifies the natureof a property, the use to which a property is put
and the status of the property in relalion to vãr-ious exempt ions. 2

ø vaLuation t,echniques

The most important step in the assessment process

invorves the vaLuation of arl properties within the taxing
jurisdiction" There are three major methods of (or

approaches to) property valuation emproyed by city of winni-
peg assessors. These are; 1 ) the marketr or comparative

2 ÀIan F.J Àrtibise, "A Matter
Real Property Assessment in
Studies; Winnipeg, 1984), p.

of PoliticaI Responsibility:
Winnipeg" (Institute of Urban
2"
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sales approachì 2) the incomer oF capital productivity
approach; and 3) the cost, of repracement approach. rn alI
of these approaches, uniformity is the major objective.

The market approach uses rear estate transactions to
indicate the market varues of properties. In order for this
approach to be effective, there must be frequent market

transactions within a particular property cIass. In this
wây, homes that have been recently sold can serve as "bench

mark" properties in determining the varue of many others.
rn this approach, the real estate market is viewed as the
fairest and most objective judge of the true value of vari-
ous properties. Àccording to the provinciar assessor's
training manual,

There is a statement repeated time and time againthat 'people not assessors make value'. Thi; is
another way of saying that value is found in the
market place. There can be no other basis forvalue; a_property is worth exactly what it can besold for.3

The nature of "varue" scught by the market approach is
therefore defined in the marketprace. According to this
concept of varue, a property is worth that amount of money

it wourd fetch in an uncoerced and unbiased transaction,
where both buyer and sell-er were reasonably informed and of
sound mind. The comparative sales (market) approach is not

used extensively in the winnipeg Assessmen+- office in ordi-
nary varuations. some use of sales data is, however, used

for the purpose of checking the legitimacy of assessments

Th oba Asse
6"Year III, Part 1 , p.

ucat i on alnln
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made using other methods or valuation techniques.

The íncome approach is used mainry in the varuations of
large commercial- and unique institutional properties. rt
derives value from the income-producing capacity of a given
property. "The theory of this method is that the varue of a

property.. " is the present worth of alI the net income it
will produce each year for its remaining usefur 1ife."a rn
this approach, assessors must gain as much information as

possible with respect to the annuar capital revenues gener-
ated by properties, a figure which is capitalized into the
net value of that property. In short r âs Radcliffe
exprains, the assessor seeks to determine the "present worth
of future benefits."s This approach, however, has inherent
1 imi tat ions; part icularly the di f f iculty of predicL ing
future incomes and revenues. For this reason, this approach
is used where the other two systems cannot be applied for
exampre, it could be used to assess a private golf course
where comparative sares are infreguent, and the income

derived from the property far exceeds the repracement costs
of its few buildings.

lhe Y9litoba, Àgee ininq proqram,
Year III, part I -tute of Real Estate Àppraisers simirarly defines thisapproach to value as "the value of a properly is the pres-ent worth of the net income it wilL pioduãe during theremainder of its economic rife: Àppraiãal of Real Estate,(chicago, 1964), p.236.

Richard u. Radcrirfe, current practices in rncome property
rke_Iey, 1967), p.6"
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The cost of reproductíon prus accrued depreciatíon
approach is by far the most widely used approach to val_ue or
valuation method employed in winnipeg. rn this approach,
the varue of property is equal to the upper limit of the
cost required to replace it, less the imputed depreciation
and accrued obsolescence of the property. The cost approach

conceives of "value" as the repracement cost of property
(ie. land and buildings); in this method separate assess-
ments combine to define property varue¡ otr 'current' val_ue.

rt wourd be impossible for assessors to make a detailed cost
breakdown of each individual component of a building, as a
resurt, estimates of building costs are prepared and tabu-
lated for various types of buildings on a per sguare foot
basis. Assessors in winnipeg can therefore use a variety of
cost tables to suit the peculiarities of any building in the
city without having to appraise each one individuall-y.

Any deviation from the standard cost tabl-e system can be

either added to or subtracted from the totar assessment

according to the judgement of the assessor" This is stirr a

cumbersome process, however. rn building assessments for
example, adjustments to the basic rates must be made for
each type of materiar used in construction, from the kinds
of tile used in the bathroom to the variety of siding used

on the exterior of the structure.
The cost approach is predicated on the assumption that

the market is not the true arbiter of property value.
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According to the cost theory, true varue is in the cumura-

tive parts of property, and the market value merely repre-
sents temporary aberrations in this "true" value. often
cited as an example of this concept is the effect oÍ the
depression on property values, when properties v¡ere sold for
f ar l-ess than they v¡ere worth. proponents of the cost
approach Iiken other valuation methods that define value in
market terms as "shooting at a mark that sv¡ays with the
wind."6

The cost approach is not without its inherent weaknesses

however , not the l-east of which i s the di f f iculty of sepa-
rating the exact values of the land and buirding contribu-
tions to the totar varue package. This probrem wirr receive
more detailed attention in chapter Five of this thesis.

The cost of reproduction less accrued depreciation method

is crearry the 'work horse' of the I,Iinnipeg Assessment

of f ice. Following is an overview of the key el_ements of
this system.

Harold M. Graves, "rs the property Tax conceptuarry and
f.ru"ticaIly Administrable?" , in Arthur D. fynn, Jr. , ed. ,
The property rax an n, (ú oi wisåonsinPress: Madiso notes that: "attimes even a well- established market is not relia-
Þr"" , (p"17) and "to judge an assessor strictry on 

-trre 
con-formity of hit work to.particular sares is to judge him ina court of inferiors. " (p.25 ) .
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@ Factors Affecting Land Valuation

There are two categories of factors which contríbute to
the value of properties in urban areas. The first set of
factors are characteristics of the physicar properLy itself
and the second set are factors relating to the property or
external value factors.

phys ical val-ue f actors
The value of real property in urban areas is Iargely

determined by the size and accessibirity of the property.
rn determining the values of land parcers, assessors take
into account the shape, amount of street frontage, depth,
topography, and location in relation to street corners and

lanes. These factors are recorded for each parcel and

adjustments are made to the standardized value of raw land
which has been determined for the area from sares data. For

larger tracts of land, such as agriculturar plots or indus-
trial areas¡ ân acreage rate is used along with the above

factors. T

For individuar parcers, adjustments are made to the base

varue of raw land involving a series of calculations accord-
ing to graded adjustment tables. Generarly, the deLermina-

Lion of the val-ue of urban rand parcers does not invorve
subjective judgement on the part of assessors; it merely

7 see Frederic
Taxation for
the values
103-112"

H. Finnis,
an overview

of variously
A¡l Introduction to Real property
of the methods for determining

shaped i rregular Iots, pp.
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involves the apprication of various factor tabres to suit
the physicar characteristics of the particular rand parcel.

external value factors

This category of factors can be defined as those quari-
ties rerating to a property which affect its varue but which

are not physically associaLed with the property. Exampres

of such factors are: access to major transportation routes
and public transit, location of the parcer in the surround-
ing area, locar zoning restrictions, avairability of munici-
pal services such as sewer, water, street and lane pave-

ments, and proximity to amenities such as churches, parks

and schools, shopping centres and recreational facilities.
The determination of the effects of such factors is not

as well defined in assessment practice as the apprication of
the physical value factors and adjustment tabres. Assessors

must use a certain degree of subjective judgement to deter-
mine, for exampre, the amount that the existence of a school
will contribute to the varue of properties across the street
from it as compared to a property severar blocks away.

3"2.2 å,ssessment proceduraL policv

An important aspect of tax poricy in winnipeg can be

described as poricy relating to the "nature" of value sought

in property assessments and the methods or techniques used

in arriving at that concept of varue. rn winnipeg assess-

ment officiars define value as the combined replacement
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costs of land and buildings. This is significant in that by

definition of this approach, assessments may or may not be

refl-ective of market values of similar properties.
rn conducting valuations, assessors make extensive use of

manuals which provide base rates for both rand and buird-
ings. Àdjustments to these rates are then made to suit the

unique characteristics of land parcels individual struc-
tures. The use of such manuars removes much of the subjec-
tive "guesswork" of the appraisar process. In essence, the
bulk of the work has arready been done in the setting of the

base rates contained within the coating manuals.

3.3 Tax Adrninistration in Winnioeq

The finar area of tax poricy deveropment rerates to the

administration of the overall- tax system" This is poricy
that is made at the municipar revel which is separate from

the assessment function. Administrative poricy dears with
sett ing the annual mi I rates according to expendi ture
requirements, and determining the cycle of reassessments

within the tax jurisdiction.

@ setting the MíI Rate

The mir rate is established by dividing the total revenue

required by the city by the realty tax base (the sum total
of assessed taxabre rear property in the city). one mil rep-
resents .1 of one cent or .001 of one dorrar. Thus if a



property is assessed at
resenL a tax levy of $1
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000 dollars, one mil would rep-

. Genera1ly, the mil rate is
merel-y adjustedi that is, the previous year's miI rate is
adjusted up or down according to a surplus or shortfall
situation calcurated from the capital and current budget

estimates. For example, íf budgetary estimates project a

shortfall of fourteen million for the coming year, the city
must generate the additional revenue by adjusting the mir
rate upward. rf actual expenditures for that year are less
than those projected in the current budget, that amount in
surplus is carried forward as revenue for next year's esti-
mates and subsequent mi1 rate.

ø deterrnining reassessment policy
The city of winnipeg compreted its rast general reassess-

ment of taxabre and non-taxable property in 1962" At that
t ime r êssessments were made according to 75>" of 1gs7 val_ues

varues which approximated furl 1949-1 9so property var-
ues. Às noted earlier, the Citv of Winnipeq Act requires
that the city conduct a generar reassessment at least once

in a three year cycle. rn view of this legislated provi-
sion, it is remarkabre that the city of winnipeg has not
herd a generar reassessment since 1962, and is stirl_ assess-
ing properties in winnipeg according to a 1g4g lever of var-
ue.

$10,

0.00
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A recent report has surveyed Lhe severity of the probrems

rerating to what it terms "derinquency" on the part of the

city in not keeping assessments up-to-date. "rt has been

demonstrated that (a) many citizens are grossry and unfairly
overtaxed (or undertaxed), and (b) that development patterns
in winnipeg are being adversery affected by an unfair tax
system. tt I

rt must be noted however, that the city did in fact begin

a reassessment of real property in 1974" This was not a

generar reappraisal of individuar properties as required by

the Act; but rather, it vras a process of "factoring up" of
the ord 1949/1962 varues based on estimates of changes in
property val-ues. Thi s so-ca11ed reassessment r.¡as completed

in 1978, bringing all previous assessments up to a new 1g7s

revel of varue, and was schedured to be impremented for the
following tax year. This did not occur, however, when it
vras discovered that the new assessments would represent too
dramatic a shift in property taxes for some crasses of prop-

erties, the most notable being a generar increase in resi-
dential assessments and general decrease in commerciar and

industrial levies. rn short, property assessments in winni-
peg had become so seriousry out-dated that there appeared to
be no quick solution available for rectifying the situation.

I AIan Artibise
ReaI Property

, t'À Matter
Assessment in

of Political Responsibility:
Winnipeg" , p.35.
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3 , 3 " 
'1 Pol icv Ref orm Measures

Recognizing the serious state of the assessment function,
the provincial government under premier Sterling Llzon com-

missioned the Manitoba Àssessment Review committee in July,
1979 to review and report on atr matters rerating to tax
assessment in the province. The committee narrowed its
frame of reference by looking at three major issues which

served as overall objectives for Lhe study;

1) to determine the leve1 at which real- prop-
erty should be assessed,

2) to examine the impacts of properties
exempted from taxation, and

3) to make recommendations with respect tothe administrative organization for carrying out
assessment in Manitoba.

The committee first undertook to examine the existing
assessment situaiion in the province, the results of which

were contained in the First rnterim Report submitted in Feb-

ruary, 1980. That report highrighted several, problems with
the current system, most of which vrere due to the fact that
assessments were outdated. This reassessment lag had creat-
ed inequities between properties within certain use crassi-
f icat ions, and between property crassi f icat ions in general .

An analysis of the effects of bringing property assessments

into rine with current property values reveared that farm

and single family residential classes were significantly
undertaxed, while multiple residential and commercial prop-
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erties srere carrying an unfair distribution of the municipal

tax burden in the city of winnipeg.t The study noted that
discrepancies between property values and property assess-

ments h'ere growing, and that measures were needed to create
a more equitable distribution of the tax burden between

property classes"

The major recommendations of the M.A"R"c. were published

in a report entitled A Fair Wav to Share in March 1982.

Most of the recommendations were grouped around four basic

concepts. The Committee recommended:

1 ) that all valuations in the province be
made according to a standard level of value, and
that assessments be made according to 1 00% of that
value (u.a.R.C. Report, p.86)"

2) that the process of implementing the
reassessment be made gradually according to an
equalization system and would be up-dated on an
annual basis (pp. 91-96, 225-231 ) .

3) that all property exemptions be standard-
ized in the province (chap. IV).

4) that assessment administration be carried
out by a single taxing authority supported by theprovincial government (pp. 181-216).

The tabling of the report by the Manitoba Assessment

Review committee has not as yet resurted in any significant
assessment reform measures in the City of Winnipeg. ït
should be noted, however , that Bi 11 1 00 \.ras enacted by the

Provincial Government in 1980 in response to the M.À.R.C.

First Interim Report I a bill which effectively froze the

level of assessment untir such a time when assessment

s see Graphs I-H, Manitoba
Fair Way to Share, pp. 9-1

Assessment Review Committee,
8.

à
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at leveIs which are thirty-five
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however,

under this
years out

, in view

3.4 Evaluation of Tax pqlicy in Winnipeq

As noted in chapter Two, there are three main objectives
of property taxation" The equity principle holds that the
tax should be distributed equitabry among alr property own-

ers according to the varue of real properLy wealth. The

benefit principre prescribes that the tax must reflect the
level- of services rendered to the taxable property so that
the tax in effect represents a payment for municipal servi-
ces. The ability to pay principle stipulates that taxes
must be progressi,r"íin so far as the income of property own-

ers wourd allow for the payment of property taxes, thus
enl-arging the basis of taxation from the pure varue of real
property wealth to include other income sources as wel-1.

The quality of property tax administration in the city of
winnipeg has of late become a major public issue. Àccording

to a recent article in the Winnipeq Free press, "[p]roperty
taxes in winnipeg are grossly unfair and elected officials
have a legar and moral obrigation to address the problem

immediately."to This has red to a situation where the city

1o "City Taxes Outdated,
Free Press, Nov " 21 ,

Ig.d Action, Study says", Winnipeq
1984 

"
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is currently faced with an unprecedented amount of appeals

against property tax bi11s.1 1 This is significant in right
of the fact that property oh'ners very often fear assessment

reform measures and appear procedures. As Richard R. ÀImy

puts it, "most taxpayers are apt to equate assessment reform
with revaluation which, in turn, is equated with higher tax-
es. " 1 2 That peop)-e are more activery seeking appears in
vlinnipeg suggests that the assessment problem is quite seri-
ous.

The assessment problem in winnipeg stems from a lack of
direction from the politicar development side. Erected rep-
resentatives are not acti

Property tax
assessments no longer reflect real_ property values because

of the fact that reassessments have been infrequent or non-

existant and have not kept pace with changing property var-
ues. As noted in the M.A.R.C" Report,

rnflation has resurted in a large increase inproperty valuations during the Iast thirty years.
To daLe, these increases in values have ñol beenrefrected in the municipal assessment rorrs. As aresult, the assessment values have reached a point
where they are almost meaningress when reratãd tothe current level of property values... Failure to
implement more frequent assessment programs in Lhepast has resulted in some significånt-inequities,
not only between classes of properties, but also
between individual properties v¡ithin each cl-ass as

ll 'City Targets '1998 f or Tax Reassessment", Winnipeq FreePress, Jan. 17, 1985"

Richard R. Àrmy, "Rationarizing the Assessment process",
in George E. Peterson ed. propertv Tax Reform (rhe urbanInstitute: Washington D.C "W

12

the Cit
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!{e11 as between tax jurisdictions.l3

As the situation now exists, "many homeowners in t.he

inner city are paying excessive taxes compared with suburban

dwerlers," due to the fact that "property varues in the sub-

urbs have increased dramaticarry since the rast general

reassessment in 1962"" Às a resurt, the city finally made

public a new plan for a generar reassessment to be put into
effect for the 1988 tax year. la

rn terms of equity and fairness, winnipeg tax policy does

not meet its objectives. The inequitabre distribution of
the tax burden also violates the principres of benefit for
services and ability to pay, both of which wilr be explored
more fully in chapter Five of this thesis" The overalr pol-
icy objective of the I,tinnipeg Àssessment office is uniformi-
ty, a principle that is suggested in the citv of winnipeq

Àct in that assessments must "bear a fair and just relation"
to assessments in the immediate vicinity. This implies hel-
izontal equity from one property to the next. But on the

broader leveI, oF on the regionar lever of the entire juris-
diction, horizontal equity breaks down. This is evidenced

by the fact that disparity exists between the city's older
areas and areas of ner.¡ deveropment " This disparity is well
documented in studies anaryzing the divergence of assessed

values from market values which have shifted over time.

13

14

M.À.R.C. Report, p. 266"

"City Targets 1988 For Tax Reassessment",
Press, Jan. 17, 1985.

Winnipeq Free
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rn winnipeg's 'regionail tax burden inequities, vertical
eguitv seems non-existent in that older areas bear dispro-
portionately high taxes rerative to new deveropment in the

suburbs. This violates the abilitv to pav principle, in
that higher varue properties (from the market perspective)
pay generalry lower taxes compared to lower varue properties
in the inner city. According to one city assessor, the com-

bined use of antiquated base levels (1949 revers of varue)

and a general lack of reassessment policy has "kicked the
he[ck] out of the equity principle" in winnipeg property
taxation. 1 5

rn terms of administrative poricy objectives, the tax
system in vlinnipeg fares much better. The tax is generarly
considered to meet its adequacy requirements in that:
1. the tax system consumes only 3eo of revenues generat-

ed, compared to approximately 5-8eo in other canadiancities,
2. the tax generates approximately 67eo of municipal rev-

enues in winnipeg, compared to only about 30-45e" inother Canadian cities, and

3. the tax enjoys high success rates in totar amountcollected (meaning low rever of avoidance) and appearsto be flexible enough to the demands of expendiluresin Vlinnipeg

By the same token, however, winnipeg has one of the high-
est tax rates in canada, ât about 2.7% of value; compared to
1"6 in Toronto, for exampre. A senior Budget officer in the
Budget Bureau of winnipeg has stated that "taxes are about

as high as they can get. t' r 6 But one of the most important

ls interview with BIaine MacKinnon, Feb. 6, 1996.
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v¡eaknesses in winnipeg tax policy concerns the objective of

economic neutrality. rnequitabre distributions cause sig-
nificant impacts on where development is tikely to take

prace (from a taxation perspective) and in what sectors
investment wiII seek to locate. This is a cl-ear departure

from the neutrality principle advocated in property taxation
systems. The investigation of the importance of this point
for the realization of tand use policy objectives wirl
become the central- theme of the remaining chapters.

3.5 Summarv

The City of Winnipeq Act provides that real
the City of Winnipeg shall be reassessed on a

cycle" It states that land shall be assessed at
value and buildings shall be assessed at two-thi

property in
three year

100e" of its
rds of their
regulat i onsrespective values. The act does not provide

with respect to how assessments are to be done; it states
onry that they sharr be made according to the best judgement

of the assessor and according to the best information avail-
able to him.

Property assessment in winnipeg is broken down into three
separate stages: listing and crassification of arl proper-
ties in the tax jurisdiction according to use, the valuation
of arr properties according to established Levers of value,
and the recording of alr assessed property values on assess-

menL ro11s"

l6 Interview with Dick Stone, Feb. 9, 1986.
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winnipeg assessors folrow three basic approaches to value
in the valuation oÊ real property. The market approach

holds that value is defined by that amount which it can be

sold for in an unbiased, uncoerced market transaction. The

cost approach hords that value is defined by the component

parts of real property. The income approach holds that the
varue of a property is determined by its capital productivi-
ty" This approach is mainly used in the calculation of
business taxes and capital intensive commercial uses.

The deveropment of tax policy in the city of winnipeg is
basically confined to the estabrishment of the annual mil
rate, and the determination of the generar reassessment

cyc]e. The mir rate is adjusted according to the revenue

deficiencies of the current and capital municipar budgets.
with respect to reassessment poricy, the city of winnipeg
has not conducted a generar reassessment since 1962, and

continues to assess property according to a 1g4g-19s0 revel
of value. Àttempts to up-date the assessment situation in
the city have not as yet been implemented due in part to the
degree to which the tax disLribution would shift if assessed

varues were to be brought back into tine with current prop-
erty values as documented in the Manitoba Assessment Review

Committee Report.

The lever of value by which properties are assessed is an

important aspect of policy set by the winnipeg Àssessment

office. other procedural poricies set by this department
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invorve the methods by which varuations are conducted (the

ccsL of replacement less depreciation method) and the nature
cf 'value' sought by assessors (current value).

3.6 Conclusion

The extent to which property taxes affect rand use poli-
cies wilr be the subject of the forlowing chapters. High

tax rates and declining property vaLues present crear disin-
centives for residentiar development in the city's inner
core areas. This shifts development to suburban areas where

tax rates are low in comparison to land varues. Àgain, this
situation is largery due to the fact that assessments in the
outlying areas are still based on land value patterns that
existed over thirty years ago.



It ¡yould seem desirable to establish goal.s in 1and
use planning before we try to achieve those goals
by tanpering with t,he taxation system. What typeof land development are we talkiãg about? 1

1 from "Land use Economics and General Tax policy" in Rich-ard B. Andrews, €d., Urban Land Use policv, -(M.c*illan:
N.Y., 1972), p.218.

-- Mabel- Walker

Land use poricy refers to limited pubric regulation and

control of private property" The concept of governmental

management of the use of land is very much inter-connected
with the concept of private property rights, and even more

fundamentally, the relationship between man and nature.

4,1 ret ical- es of t
rn the western cul-ture, Lhe concept of rand as property

has emerged over the past centuries from three divergent
philosophical stances with respect to rand and the rights
and constraints to use and control rand as property. rn the
17th century, John Locke deveJ-oped the concept of the use of
rand as an unrimited natural right of the individuar; "as
much rand as a man tirls, plants, improves, curtivates and

Chapter IV

LAND USE POLICY IN V{INNTPEG

73



can use the product of , so much is his prope yty .rr 2
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Another

view, presented in the 18th century by Rousseau I affirmed
the use of property as an individual right but imposed soci-
etar limitations; "each individual's right over his own

holding is always subservient to the community's right over

all the hordings.rr3 tn the 19th century, Marx championed

the totar removar of private property rights from competi-

tive society: "communism is the positive aborition of pri-
vate property, of human self-alienation, and thus real
appropriation of human nature through and for man."4

The contemporary western view of private property closery
resembres that of Locke, arthough iL is tempered and some-

what modi f ied by the other tvro phi losophies . As Richard s.

BoLan writes, "essentially land, seen as property, stiIl
bestows wealth and status on those who control it, in spite
of arternative concepts of property in the modern worrd."s
consequentry, government regul-ation of land use is often
viewed as an infringement of a randowner's private interests
and in the extreme as a disruption of fundamental- social
order" This tradition understandably resists expansion of

from "Two Treatises of Government" (1689) in C.B. Macpher-

"9n, ed" Propertv: Mainstleam and critical positions (u.
of T. Press: Toronto, 1978), pp. 17-27 

"

from The Social Contract_ (Henry Regner Co: Chicago,
repr i n

from E. Fromm, Marx's concept of Man (Frederick unger co:N.Y",1961), p.167.

"New Perceptions in Land Regulation" (editor's introduc-
tion), JArP 41 , Jan,1975, p.2.
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the scope of governmental management of land use;
particurarly in such cases where regulation impacts economic

conditions and the operation of the free market.

Boran notes that as rate as the 1960's, planners viewed

land use as "the convenienL arrangement of man's artifacts,"
a view that has more recentry been expanded to a recognition
of the importance of land use "as centrar to the issue of
survivar of the planet. " 6 private exproitation of Land

threatens human survival in three ways; by endangering food

suppries, by eroding non-renewabre energy resources, and by

the contamination of the environment. public land regura-
tion poricies are directed at this triple threat to the
human environment. Land use management preserves and pro-
tects the public interest with respect to the use or misuse

of rand, thus the fundamentar principtes of rand use pran-
ning are concerned with environmental protection and human

survival.
Land use management can also be construed as a means of

protection of individuar property rights. one of the prima-
ry instruments of land use management is zoning, or the pro-
cess of segregating properties into areas of particular use

characteristics. Essentialry, zoning emerged as a means of
protecting various property "zones" from the intrusion of
undesirabre uses which could be perceived as a threat to the
varues of individuar adjoining properties. By passing ordi-
nances restricting the uses to which rand could be put, the

6 rbid., p.1,



rights and interests of individuals
served and protected.
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within those areas were

Land use management and control is thus two-dimensionar:
it sets policies which serve to protect the pubric inLerest
with respect to the private exploitation of land, and it
protects individual property values by creating a framework

for the orderry and desirabre development of land uses.

Public perceptions of land use management are in rarge part
shaped by prevalent views of property rights. The extent to
which land use control is condoned or supported by society
depends upon the intricate balance of community values and

protectionism of individual rights contained within its pol-
ic ies.

4"2 Land Use PoLicy in t{innipeg: pLan Winniceq

Municipar land use policy in winnipeg is contained within
the Greater tlinnipeg Development plan. PIan Winnipeq is a

poricy statement on future growth and physical deveropment,

it serves as an advisory document "in respect of the dever-
opment or the use of land in the City."7

@ Background and Status

rnitiar work on pran winnipeq began in 1977 as a tri-
Ievel initiative between the federal, provinciar and munici-
par governments. The pran emerged as draft byraw 2960/91 in
August, 1981 but has not as yet been adopted as an official

7 qtlan Wi nn i peq : Dra f t Bv law 2960 /81 sec, 2(1), p.8.
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municipar byIaw. The reasons for the deray are mainly due

to disagreements between the province and the city on key

issues surrounding the limitation of suburban expansion.B

According to the senior development pran officer of the

Environmental Planning Department for the city of t{innipeg,
the pran, in the form of bylaw 2960/81, vras adopted as unof-
ficiar interim rand use policy until the pran is officially
approved. r.7hat this means is that arthough pran winnipeq is
not as yet official, its poricies and proposals have been

adopted as if it had been untit such a time as revisions
acceptable to both the city and the province can be made.e

At the time of the preparation of plan Winnipeq it v¡as

evident that the city of winnipeg v¡as experiencing different
growth characteristics from those which . formed the basis of
the previous development plan of 1 968, adopted as Bylaw

1117. Projections of demographic and economic growth fell
far short of earlier projections, which necess i taLed a nelr

strategy for the management of deveropment and rand use.

According to new projections estabrished by the plan winni-
peq study team, the anticipated popuration growth for the 20

year study period was set at no more than o.7se" per year.

This meant an anticipated increase in popuration of Bo,0oo

persons ¡ oy thaL the popuration woutd grovl from 578,000 in

A detailed analysis of the struggle for the
the bylaw can be found in "Report on part XX
of Winnipeg Act" (unpublished, Department ofning, UDiversity of Manitoba, 198S, pp. 26-30"

interview with Mr. Bill Muir, Jan. 26, 1996.

adoption of
of the City
City Plan-
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1978 to approximately 658,000 by 1999. rn addition, it was

projected that economic activity within that same period
wourd be reratively stabLe.l0 The shift from a rapid growth

context to a slow growth one obviated a concurrent shift in
growth management policy which formed the basis of the nevr

plan 
"

4.2"1 Princípa1 Policv Direction
within the slow growth context, the fundamental policy

directive of Plan winnipeq shifted from an overarl strategy
focussed on accommodating growth in the suburbs to one of
preservation and maintainance of the downtown and ol_der

neighbourhoods" Plan Winnipeq states that:
The future of the city novr lies 1argely in its

existing neighbourhoods and infrastructùre-and notin the suburban periphery. In short, the major
issue to be faced within the context of long rañge
development planning in Winnipeg has become: Wtrat
is the most effective strategy for encouraging the
maintainance and revitalization of older exiãting
ne i ghbourhoods ?

There is not enough forecast future growth for
Winnipeg to permit both downtown reviÈalization
and at the same time allow continuing growth oftraditional downtown uses in the subui¡s. Astrong commitment to downtown growth and inner
city renewal is in the interests of Winnipeg's
economic future. l 1

The principar policy direction of pran winnipeq in terms of
future land use and development is therefore one of revital-
ization, renewal and maintainancer ân obvious shift from

10

tf

See Population Proiections
3-40; Economic Base Study
ciates , 1978) , pp.1 -14.

Plan Winnipeq p.1 and p.63"

(City of Winnipeg, 1978) , pp"
(MacNeal, Hildebiand and Asso-
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previous peripheral growth policies.

&"2.2 Policv A,rea 1: Revitalization of Older

Neiqhbourhoods

ø Policy 4(1): THE CITY SHALL UNDERTÀKE DIRECT
INVOLVEMENT IN THE REHABILITATION ÀND IMPROVEMENT OF
OLDER NE]GHBOURHOODS ON A PRIORITY BASED ON NEED.

@ objective 4(2): To EFFEcrrvELy ALLoCÀTE puBl,rc suppoRT
REQUIRED IN OLDER NEIGHBOURHOODS ÀCCORDING TO SEVERITY
OF PHYSICAL SOCIÀL AND ECONOMIC NEEDS.

one of the primary findings of the pran winnipeq study
team reveared that winnipeg's older neighbourhoods were in
serious decrine. À study of migration patterns determined

that although the population of the city vlas expected to
grow by 80,000, it r.Ias arso expected that the order neighb-
ourhoods would experience a net ross of 37,000 residents.
This meant that the anticipated nev¡ resident popuration
wourd rikery be accommodated in the suburbs, supplemented

with a further out-migration from the inner city. Thi s

trend wourd accererate the decline of the estabrished
neighbourhoods" Thus, pran winnipeq opted for a "contain-
ment" approach to stabilizing the out-migration trend and

thus beginning the process of neighbourhood revitalization.
The major strategy for imprementing this high priority

policy directive was one of rnfirl/nevitarization. Accord-
ing to the pIan, this was to be accomplished in two ways.

Firstry, revitarization can be accomprished through direct
municipal invorve¡nenË in support of older neighbourhoods.
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This included increasing rocar government initiatives in the
areas of housing and community development. secondly, revi-
talization requires the provisÍon of incentives to attract
private sector investment. To do this, " tax deferar pro-
qrams and other concessions for investment in older areas

should be developed." rn this regard, the stated objective
is to direct aL least zoe" of anticipated suburban growth

into established neighbourhoods in order areas of the city.

Specific Policies and Objectives in Support

ourhood nevital izat ion

of Neighb-

1. Poricy 3(1 ): The city sha1I support the maintenance
and revitalization of order neighbourhoods as the pri-
ority in meeting the city's responsibilities for hãus-ing and community develoþment.

objective 5 ( 1 ) : To sustain and enhance the riving
environment of order residential neighbourhoods, andthus the viability of the central city as a community

objective 4(2): To effectivery alrocate Isic] pubric
support required in older neighbourhoods according toseverity of physical social and economic needs o '

Policy 5(1): The city sharr encourage wherever possi-
bIe, private secÈor investment in appropriate develop-
ment of older neighbourhoods.

Objective 5(2): To sustain and improve the physícal
characteristics of resident,iar, cornmerciar and indus-trial development in older neighbourhoods.

&,"2"3 Policv Area 2; Suburban Growth Manaqement

The second priority area for rand use policy directives
focussed on managing the anticipated demand for new develop-
ment in suburban areas. rt is significant to note that the

a

3.

¿"

L



posture taken in

8'1

the plan toward suburban development was

representing a shift from the previousone of management,

posture of accommodation of rapid growth taken in the previ-
ous plan. Under "Suburban Growth Management policy," plan

Winnipeq states the following:

Once the primary focus of traditional long range
planning, suburban growth management is novr
regarded as a secondary priority over the next
twenty years of Winnipeg's development Never-
theless, there will be some significant need for
some leveI of new suburban residential development
over the next two decades, and it is important
that it be managed and directed in such a manner
as to protect and/or enhance the quality of the
overall urban environment. Suburban growth deci-
sions must ref l-ect the overalf ob ject ives of thepreferred option. 1 2

The strategies for implementing suburban growth manage-

ment policies in PIan Winnipeq are as follows. Firstly,
new neighb-clear designation of the preferred location of

ourhoods as werr as a proper timing framework for develop-

ment were deemed essential. AIso, new developments must

meet minimum municipal servicing requirements and must max-

imize the efficiency of existing service infrastructures.
Secondly,

conduc ive

new large 1ot residential developments must be

to "a compact city form" thus preserving the

rural-like environment of the fringe areas. Third1y, poli-
cies directed at environmentaì- protection in the area of

noise, air and water pollution; sensitive use of the river-
banks; preservation of historicarry and archaeologicalry
signi f icant sites; as well as potential conflicting uses

t2 PIan winnipeq (Ðraft Bylaw 2960/81), p.20"



were established in the plan.

objectives are given below:
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these policies andSome of

1.

2"

3.

specífic Policíes and objectives in support of suburban

Growt,h Management

PoIicy 6(1 ) (b): The urban limit line... describeslimits outside which applications wirr not be approvedfor development requiring service by the city'ã-seweror water system.

objective 6Q) z To clearry identify the location ofpolicy areas.

Poricy 7(1 ) (a): suburban residentiar policy areas mayallow as determined by the council:
a" low density residential development to an abso-Iute maximum of six units per hectare;

' b" low intensity ancillary uses including local
commerc ia I , educat i ona I , rec reat i ona I , rel i g i ous
and institutional uses at a scale and deñsitycompatible with and necessary to support Iowintensity, residential development.

Objective 7(2): To clearly identify Isic] the useswithin suburban residential policy aieas for pranning
and development purposes.

Policy 10(1): The city shall only approve nelr suburbanresidential development which, in its opinion, can beeconomically serviced.

objec!ive 10(2): To maximize use of the city's invest-
ment in infrastructure and services.

4"?"4 Policv Àrea 3: Do¡Entosrn Development

The principal development objective for rand use in the
downtown as as stated by plan winnipeq is identical to that
as stated in the 1 968 development pLan: "To STRENGTHEN AND

TMPROVE DOWNTOWN SO THÀT IT WILL BE A VTTAL, EFFICTENT ÀND

A,

5.

6.
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Toward this
objective, the principat policy directive is aimed toward

increasing densities downtown: "The encouragement of high
density, non-family residentiar deveropment is considered to
be the most important component in the future renewal of
Winnipeg' s downtown. " 1 3

At the time of Pran winnipeq's preparation the dramatic
decline of the downtown area was evidenced by the fact that
the core's share of the municipal Labour force had sripped
from 39e" in 1962 to approximately 2îeo in 1 981 . 1 4 This
necessitated a reiteration of the commitment of the earl-ier
plan toward downtown renewal. However, the new pran took

that policy commitment a step further. This r.Jas accom-

plished by creating supporting policies to restrict downtown

uses from locating outside of the core area. Àlso inctuded
in this poricy area were poricies aimed at developing and

meeting open space requirements, ensuring historic buildinq
preservation, creating urban design standards, and encourag-

ing private sector investment in the downtown. Again, some

of these sub-policies are given below

@

1"

Policies in Support of Do¡¡rnto¡çn

Policy 23(1) t The city shall
ment of a large residential
town "

Development

encourage the establish-
population in the down-

13

14

PIan Winnipeq (Draft Bylaw 29G0/81), p.39"

Sug Emplovment Ànalvsis (City of Winnipeg,
1-35"

1980), pp"
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objective 23(2) (u): To increase the resident popura-
tion of the downtown in order to create a .ãtãrystwhich will attract other uses into the downtown

Poricy 24(1): rn areas outside of the downtown, highdensity residential deveropment exceeding 14 uniis pãrhectare shalr be a conditionaL use apprõvaI of whichshall be subject Lo the following condition: that it
does not defeat the intent and purpose of pran tfinni-pe9, specifically, with regards to the establishmentof a large resident population in the downtown.

objective 2a(2) z To estabrish an increased residen-tial popuration in the downtown through the restric-tion of continued development of high density apart-
ments in suburban locations.
Policy 25(1 ); _ Th" city sharr encourage development of
commerciar, office and entertainment uses in tñe down-
town.

4 "2.5

Policy 31 ( 1 ) : The city shall_ mainta
buildings having special historic
merit and shall endeavor within its
them or preserve a record of them.

.lncillarv PoIicv Issues

in an inventory of
or architectural

powers to preserve

Plan winnipeq arso contains policy directives in the are-
as of economic developmenti streets and transportation;
water,

use in the additional zone. Many of these policy directives
are concerned v¡ith environmental protection and upgrading of
existing infrastructures, and thus are not directly related
to the establishment of land use policy as such. There are
some issues that are relevant to development, however.

These are

Economic Development

waste and disposal; parks and recreation; and land

1 " Policy a5(1 ): Às determined by council, the cityshall limit the further developmãnt of shopping cen-tres, outside the downtown area, to a scare necessaryto meet the needs of local neighbourhood and consisltent with the objective set out in paragraph Ls(z) 
"
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objective a5(2) z To enable provision of neighbourhood
retail shopping centres to meet the needs of tocal
residential communities, and to encourage the rocation
of larger scale shopping development in the downtown.

Parks and Recreatíon

Policy 82(1)(b): The city shal1 encourage the private
sector to incorporate open space and other visual
amenities into major development projects
objective 82(2) (b): To enhance the image of downtown
through the provision of smaI1, landscaped open spaces
and other visual amenities incorporated into sLruc-tures and sites developed by the private sector.

4.3 Summarv

within the current sLow growth context of the city's
social- and economic development, plan Winnipeq sets forth a

poricy direction which represents a qualitative shift away

from the previous policies
Winnipeg Development plan.

urgent need for halting the dramatic decline of the city's
older neighbourhoods and deteriorating downtown, while at
the same time the pran advocates the sensitive management of
suburban growth in order to support the primary objectives
of inner city revitarization. It supports a philosophy of

containment, a philosophy aimed at re-directing growth into
existing areas to create a compact, efficient city form" rn

essence, there is litt1e or no need for urban expansion,

hence planning initiatives and rand use policies are to con-

centrate on the renewal and maintenance of existing areas

rather than seeking to accommodaie growth.

¿"

in place under the 1968 Greater

PIan l{innipeq emphasizes the
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The revitarization of order neighbourhoods is a priority
policy area of plan Winnipeq. In this area, policies
directed at stimuration infill housing projects, increasing
the viabirity of the centrar city, and encouraging private
sector investment through tax incentives are advanced. The

management of suburban growth is another major poricy area

of the plan. rn this respect, policies aimed at limiting
the expansion of subdivisions, maximi zing the cosL-
efficiency of expanding suburban service networks, and cur-
tailing high density residentiar development are advanced.

Ànd finally, downtown developrnent is a primary rand-use pol-
icy area of Plan winnipeq. Toward this end, policies con-
cerned with increasing the resident popuration of the core,
limiting traditional downtown uses to the confines of the
core, and provision of incentives to increase private sector
commercial development are advanced. À11 policies faIl
under the generar principle of controrling suburban expan-

sion to support the rene$ral of the declining inner city;
this is the main thrust of land use policy under pran winni-
peg.



The extent of the failure to recognize the rela-tionship between the power to tai and land useobjectives is best evidenced by the aLmost totallack of coordination in muñicipal governnent
bet¡ceen property tax assessment póIicy-and 1and
use planning policy. I

Chapter V

THE EFFECTS OF PROPERTY Tå,Xå,TION ON LAND USE I3{

WINNTPEG

-- OrLando E. DeJ.ogu --

The basic erements of property tax policy governing the
distribution of the tax burden in the city of winnipeg were

examined in chapter Three of this thesis. That chapter
evaruated the city's current fiscar tax policy in light of
the overall theoretical objectives of property taxation
deveroped in chapter Three. The purpose of this chapter is
to analyze the effects of property tax policy and the dis-
tribution of the tax burden on rand use and development in
the city, and to determine whether those impacts are consis-
tent with current municipal land use policies as examined in
Chapter Four 

"

r from "The Taxing power as a Land use control Device" inRichard B. Andrews, Êd., Urban Land Use policv, (Macmil-
lan: N.Y., 1972), p.209.

-87
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The means of monitoring the impacts of property tax poli-
cy is through the use of a case study analysis approach.

within each case study area, assessment data v¡ere collected
in order to estabrish the relative tax burdens on rand and

buildings throughout the city. To facilitate an anarysis of
consistency between tax policy and land use policy, case

study areas vrere serected from within the three main policy
areas as designated in plan winnipeq. These included case

studies from older neighbourhoods, from the suburbs, and

from within the downtown area. From these analyses, conclu-
sions wirr be made with respect to how the distribution of
the tax affects locational choice for deveroprnent in the
cityr ês well as how the tax compares with current rand usè

policy"

5,'l Case Studv Selection and Analvsis
Às mentioned, the major criterion for case study sefec-

tion was to select case studies from the major land use por-
icy areas outlined in plan winnipeq. Ànother criterion r.Ias

that case study areas should contain a mix of commerciar and

residential land uses for comparative purposes. The finar
selection criterion vras that case study areas shourd receive
a fuII range of municipal services so as not to skew the
assessment data. For example, some areas of the city, such

as charleswood, for instance, do not receive a furr range of
services; as a resurt, their property tax assessments are
correspondingly low and cannot be compared to other areas.
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rn all, ten case study areas vrere serected which repre-
sented a random distribution throughout the city (see Fig-
ure 1 ). Three case study areas representing suburban areas
!¡ere chosen: the Maples in north-central winnipeg, Meado-

wood in south st. vitaI, and westwood in the l.test and/st 
"

James area. These neighbourhoods qualified as suburban in
nature both geographically and in terms of age; the former
two vrere developed within the past ten years and the latter
within the rast 18-20 years. Two case studies $¡ere selected
from the transitional areas which r.¡ere deveroped between

25-45 years ago; River Heights from the south-west, and

Elmwood from the north-east sector which was once old Kirdo-
nan prior to unicity. Three case study areas were chosen

from order neighbourhoods developed prior to i935: Memori-

â1, from the city centre area, Lord Roberts, from the Fort
Rouge area, and sargeant park , f.rom the ord west End.

FinaIly, two case study areas were selected from the down-

town core. As portage Avenue approximatery bisects the
downtown area, the two case studies are simpry: North of
Portage Avenue and South of portage Avenue.
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From within each case

property tax assessment

res ident ial uses . Where

for comparative purposes

number of samplings from
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study area, random samplings from

rolls vrere taken for commercial and

possible, sales data were collected
. Table 1 gives an overview of the

within each case study area:

Tab1e 1: Summary
tion

of Case Study Àreas and Data CoIlec-

Case Study Area #of
Samples

Àpprox.
Àge

Di st . Fm.
CBD(km)

Downtown:
North of Portage
South of Portage*

26
30

Older Neighbourhoods:
Memorial
Sargeant Park
Lord Roberts

20
25
18

60-70
50-60
45-60

1"2
1.8
4.1

Transitional N'hoods:
Elmwood
River Heights

29
15

35-45
30-40

4"9
4"7

Suburban Neighbourhoods:
MapIes
Meadowood
Westwood

21
32
17

5-1 0
10-15
12-20

6.1
8.2

10.5

Following is a summary of the analysis of the

data looking first at residential land assessment

second at commercial land assessments, and finally
ing assessments in the case study area 

"

assessment

patterns;

at build-
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5.1 "'1 ResidenËial Land Assessment

As noted in chapter Three of this thesis, rand is cur-
rentry assessed in winnipeg according to rand value rela-
tionships that existed in 1949. These base vafues for rand

form the functional core for rand val-uations, thus land is
assessed on the basis of what it was worth over thirty-five
years ago" Needless to sây, rand values have fluctuated and

changed over time throughout the city, âs have rand uses,

while assessed val-ues of that same land have remained fixed.
The resurting disparity between asessed values and market

vaLues has once been described as "a bloody mess" by the
mayor of the city, who noted that one of the city's most

prominent shopping centres "is stirr being assessed as

though it were a cow pasture,

areas developed since 1957."2

the downtown area are refrective ofithe commerciar promi-
nence the core area once held in the early 1950's, despite
the fact that the area has since "hit rock bottom as a

reta i l and commerc ial centre. " 3

Àssessed land values in the developed areas (rulty ser-
viced lots) of the city of winnipeg range from a high of
approximatery $35"00 per square foot on portage Avenue

between smith and Hargrave to a low of about $0.14 per

square foot in suburban subdivisions. A summary of the
anarysis of the distribution of the rand portion of the tax

ü7innìnco F'rap Þrace .Trrna ?ñ I Qa^4- ?vs¡¡v rvt t¿v=, P.J.

Nov, 23, 1984, Þ.3.

as is land in other suburban

In contrast, Iand values in

t

Winnipeq Free Press
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levy revears the foì-lowing pattern indicated in Tabre 2"

The figures in Tabre 2 are derived by calculating the aver-
age assessed varue of land in each case study area and

reducing this to an assessed varue per square foot. The

second column gives the distance from the downtown (measured

from the corner of Portage Avenue and Donard street) to test
whether a rerationship exists between assessed rand values

and proximity to the downtown.

Table 2: Distribution of Land Assessments and Market
VaLue

Case Study Area Assess't/
sq.ft"

a.verage/
( 50x1 00 )

ulSt.
(km. )

Mkt. Val.
/sq. f.t . )

Downtown:
North of Portage*
South of Portage*

$3.63
3.23

$18100
16150

Ol-der Ne ighbourhoods ¡
Memor ial
Sargeant Park
Lord Roberts

0.73
0.58
0.33

3650
2900
'1650

1.2
1.8
4.1

$3.41.\ a)
L ¿ LJ

2"60

Transitional N'hoods:
Elmwood
River Heights

0.3s
0 " 37

1750
1 850

4.9
4.7

3"62
4.90

Suburban N'hoods:
MapIes
Meadowood
Westwood

0.29
0 "230.2s

1450
1150
1300

6"1
8.2

10.5

4.50
3 "87
L t^

*excluding Portage
Àvenue Properties
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Table 2 indicates that proximity to the downtown is per-
haps a more important determining factor in rand value

assessments than current market values. This relationship
is not surprising in light of the fact that assessments are

based on 1949 leve1s of value 
"

Generally land assessments decrease in value as one moves

away from the centrar city. Although the difference between

0 " 73 per square foot and 0.23 per square foot may not seem

significant initiarly, by apprying the 1985 mir rate to an

average size lot of 50 x 100 feet, the higher rate trans-
lates into a tax levy of $726.77 whire the tax levy on a
similar size lot in st. vitar wourd be $zzï"Bz, or a differ-
ence of $495.82. rn short, land parcers in older neighbour-
hoods wirr pay as much in land taxes as serviced lots over

three times as large in the suburbs.

Tabre 2 demonstrates that land assessments are sker+ed

away from current vafues. In comparing columns 1 and 3, it
is crear that a closer rerationship exists bet¡reen rand

assessments and proximity to the downto¡En than between

assessed value and current values. This clearly demon-

strates the effects of the use of 1949/19s0 levels for
assessing land which are refrected in assessor's land rate
manuals.

The wide disparity between land assessment rates in the

older areas and suburban properties provides an immediate

incentive for commercial and residentiaL investors to locate
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in lower land tax areas" Generally, home-buyers and busi-
nessmen wiIl avoid locating in high tax areas because of the

economic effects of property taxes on real estate varues.

Às is pointed out by Peter Wolf:

Often ignored, indeed far from clear to most peo-
ple, is the significant impact that tax expense
has on the value of land and property. It is the
relationship ttrat is proctaimèd - in lfre apparently
contradictory but, in fact, accurate statement
that the hiqher the taxes the orooert
vaIue.

The way by which high taxes can lower property tax values

can be shown by the process of capitalization, which in
effect quantifies the economic effects of property taxes on

the current varue of land. This process can be applied to
property taxes as are other costs of owning property. Capi-

tarization determines that amount by which the capitar varue

of l-and is reduced due to tax liability in the event of a

potential sale. In other words, it determines the propor-

tion of the market value of the land required to offset the

tax liability at the prevailing interest rate.s This sum is

Peter Wolf, Land in America: ItÞ Value, Use, and Control,(Pantheon so

For a detailed explanation of the mechanics of capitariza-
tion, see Jens P" Jensen, Property Taxation in the United
States, pp.63-75. Capitalized effects of property taxes
on land values are calculated by dividing the prevailing
expected return on investment into the annual land tax
levy. Thís renders the portion of the original market
value of the land required to cover the annual tax levy atprevailing interest rates. For example, if the anñual-
taxes on a piece of land are $100.00, and the prevailing
interest rate is Aeo, a capital sum of $2,500.00 wi1l bã
needed to yiel-d an amount equal- to the taxes. This will
be subtracted from what a purchaser would be willing to
pay in the event of no taxes.



taken into consideration by a purchaser and

the amount he is willing to pay.
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deducted from

The capitalization effects on assessed values in the case

study areas are summarized below in Tabre 3" The table uses

a conservative f igure of 8eo for expected returns on an

investment. À standard value of $20,000 is used as the cost
of a 50 x '100 foot lot in each case sLudy area. This is to
compare the capitalized effects of the property tax levy in
each area in a control situation" The results were calcu-
lated as foll-ows (for Memorial): market value (ç20,000)

annual taxes ($726.28) / capítalization rate (.09) = $2o,oo0

$9078 " 40 or s1 0921 .50. This represents what the purchaser

is willing to pay after capitalizing the property taxes.
The table represents the economic effects of current land

assessments on property values in various parts of the city.
rt demonstrates the effect of the capitalization of current
tax riabilities on a $20,000 market investment. rn simprer

terms¡ âssuming that an investor had 920,000 dorlars with
which to buy a lot (perhaps to build a house), the table
illustrates the areas in which his investment buys the
greatest l-and varue. rt is immediately apparent that an

investment in a suburban lot will present the greatest

return for his investment. clearly, the distribution of the

land tax burden wirr directty infruence the locational
choice for his land purchase because the capitalized effect
of the skewed land assessment system in effect rowers prop-

erty vafues in higher tax areas.
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Table 3: Capitalization Effects of Land Taxes on
Property Values

Based on standard lot=50x1 00' ; value=$20,000. ; capi-
talization rate=8eo; mil rate=198"98(1984).

Case Study Àrea Àverage
Àss' t

1 984
Taxes

Capi tal ' n
Effect

Net
Value

Older N'hoods:
Memor i a I
Sargeant Park
Lord Roberts

$36s0
2900
16s0

s726.28
577.04
328.32

$9078 " 40
7213 "024103.96

$10921 . s0
12786.98
1 s896 " 04

Trans' 1 N'hoods:
Elmwood
River Heights

1 750
1Bs0

348.22
368. 1 1

4352 " 69
4601.41

15647 "311s398.59

Suburban N'hoods:
MapIes
Meadowood
Westwood

1 450
1150
1300

288.52
228 "83
258 .67

3606
2860
3233

51
34
41

1 6393
17139
16766

49
66
5B

5"1 "2 Commercial Land Àssessment

The assessment of commercial rand in the downtown area

has of late become a public issue¡ ãs documented in chapter
Three. This is due in large part to the over-assessment of
rand along Portage Avenue. rn this regard, land assessment

rates vary from between $13.50 - $23.96 on the north side
(between colony and Donald sts.) and between $25"38 - $44.59
per square foot on the south side (between vaughn and Donard

sts" ). Again, these extremery high land assessments are

reflective of the once dominant position these properties
once hel-d in the commercial development of the city during
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the 1 940's and 1 950's. According to a local real estate
appraiser, "at that time the downtown retail area was stiII
active with high rents and sales vol-umes evident. This is
no longer the case. " 6

Assessed land values fall dramaticarly as one moves away

from Portage Avenue. For example, the range of assessed

land varues arong Broadway Àvenue is between $2.56

$5.65/sq.ft. on the average, rand assessments are in this
range within the downtown area moving from the high to row

end as the distance from portage Avenue increases.

Tabre 4 summarizes land assessment rates on various com-

mercial uses in the city. The figures are calculated by

dividing the assessed land value by the number of square

feet in the land parcel:

The table of comparative commerciar land assessments

indicates a wide disparity between downtown assessed values
and those of commercial properties in the suburbs. Again,
this suggests that land assessments are as much a factor
affecting locational choices for commercial deveropment as

they are for residentiar development (see Table 2). But

another interesting pattern emerges here, which is related
more to assessment practices than to the distribution of the
tax burden" rt is apparent that assessed land values are
unaffected by use; that is, rates applied to commerciar land

Report prepared on beharf of portage Avenue property own-ers on the occasion of that group's second ásseésment
gPpeat, by E: Karl Farstad and Àssociates Ltd., t{innipeg(unpublished) , p,1 0; Interview Feb . 12, 1 986.
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TabIe 4: Commercial Land Assessments

Case Study Area Land
Àsse s sment

Land Area
(sq.ft)

RaLe/
(sq"ft)

Downtown Shopping Ctr.
Eaton's + Eaton P1ace
The Bay

$2,569,gg0
1 ,394 ,440

252,323
1 54,350

$10"18
9.03

Suburban Shopping Ctr.
Polo Park't
Grant Park Plaza*
sr. viral
Kildonan Place
Unicity ua11
Garden City Ma11
Westwood Mall

1

1

,719,700
,383,901
540,640
381 , gg0
436,390
393,120
111,990

2 ,439 ,217
552 ,1 20

2,162,536
1 ,527 ,699
1 ,746,712
1 ,572,515

486,794

0 "710.40
0 "25
0 "25
0 "25
0 "250.25

Downtown Hotels:
Delta Winnipeg
Holiday Tnn
Sheraton HoteI
Westin Inn
Hotel Fort Garry

423 ,7 60
219,400

81 ,320
94 ,660

191,990

1 6 ,921
31,296
21,010
27 ,849
65,000

25.07
7 .02
3.91
3.40
2.80

Suburban HoLeIs:
Grant Motor Inn*
Dakota Motor Inn
Holiday Inn South*
Birchwood Inn

24,920
1 6 ,490
28,050
7 7 ,180

33,328
47,091
37,400

1 25,060

0.75
0 " 35
0.75
0"61

* in transitional area

are remarkably similar to residentiar 1and rates in the
immediate vicinity (see Table 2 and Tabre Ð" For example,

land assessments for the st. vital centre are similar to
those of adjacent Meadowood; Garden City MaIl rates are

equivarent to land assessments in the Mapres; and poro park



is only slightly higher than assessments in
and WoIsel-y neighbourhoods 

"
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Sargeant Park

The importance of this pattern should not be under-
estimated. Essentially, it demonstrates that in utilizing
fixed land value rates, land assessments remain unchanged

regardless of changes in current use. under the present
assessment system, taxes on l_and do not change whether the
Iand i s deveJ-oped or not . In short, tax Iiability upon

development responds only to the varue of the structural_
improvement (uuitding assessment ) . what is more, the
assessed values of surrounding rand parcels are inerastic to
the improvement of a neighbouring property.

The question here is this: does not the rand acquire an

intrinsic vaLue above its original varue after development?
The answer lies in uncerstanding the fundamenLal components

of property varue; rand value is not simpry the sum of the
cost of raw land plus the cost of the buildings erected on

it, but rather varue is inextricably linked to the use to
which land is put. Tt is the use that determines the capi-
tal productivity of land, oF its ability to generate income

and thus increase in varue. Land varue, then, is a function
of its current use; hence, property varue in fact has three
component parts: raw Iand, plus use (or potentiar capital
value), plus improvements.

To illusLrate, we can 1ook at a specific
St. Vital Centre was built in 1g7g on a fi

example. The

fty acre lot.
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or 0 "25 per sguare

foot both prior to and after development. From the perspec-

tive of its assessed value, the shopping cenLre would then

have a value egual to the input cosLs of development (raw

land plus improvement). This is not how the real estate

market perceives its va1ue, however. Indeed, its value on

the market would be far above its component input costs at a

value commensurate with its costs plus its capacity to gen-

erate capital. It is this 'extra' value due to the current
use of the land parcel that goes unrecognized. In other

words, the current assessment system, which depends heavily
on f ixed land rates, cannot adequately compensate for
increased value due to change in usei thus, a }arge propor-

tion of the 'current use value' remains unLaxed in land

assessments. This contributes to the current situation in

which high use suburban retail areas are "stil1 assessed as

though they were cor.¡ pastures."

Tab1e 4 clearly demonstrates that the current assessment

method is a key factor contributing to the growing inequi-
ties in the distribution of the tax burden. Again, the use

of fixed land rates, which are low in the suburbs, funnels

commerc iaI l-and development into these areas.

5 "'l " 3 Buildinq Àssess¡nent in l{innipeo

Buildings and improvements are assessed ar 2/3 of 1966

Chapter three,
ein^o fìa¡ ?1g¿¡¡9u vuv. J t ,

replacement cost. Again, as mentioned in

cost assessments have not been depreciated
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1961 " Buí1ding costing manuals are consistent throughout
the city, thus the distribution of improvement taxes is a

reratively straightforward (though cumbersome) process.

collection of building assessment data for case study pur-
poses was complicated by the fact that access to field notes
on which actuar cost calculations are made by assessors was

denied by assessment officials. rn short, the particulars
of building assessments v¡ere not deemed to be public infor-
mation. This effectiveJ-y precluded an anarysis of the dis-
tribution building assessments by comparing structures of
similar â9€, gross sguare footage, and quality in various
locations in the city.

rt is possible, however, to discern meaningful patterns
with respect to the distribution of building assessments in
the city by using what information is availabre from the
assessment rolls (tota1 building assessments) and by compar-

ing these to actuar market value data in cases where data
pertaining to size, a9ê and quality are avairable. Table 5

presents a comparison of buirding assessments with market

varues of selected representative properties where data was

avairabre. rn this table, figures are calcurated by divid-
ing total assessments into sale price to derive ratios for
comparative purposes. AIso, a ratio of the building assess-
ment to sal-e price was calcurated to derive the rerative
weight of the building portion of the assessmenL to the
total assessment:
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Table 5: Ratio of Building Assessment to price

Case Study
Àrea

Year Sa 1e
Price

Tot . Ass '
/er ice

t Bdg.Àss't
/er íce

Age

Downtown:
*388 Portage

(eoyd erdg. )
r,259 portage
(Paris B1dg.

r,290 portage
(oelta wpg. )

*1 55 Carlton
(Lakeview Sq

197I

1980

1 980

197 6

ç1,400,000

1 ,445,000

5,866 ,392

1 1,839,213

(e.)
50.57

46.23

37.88

17 "70

(e")
27 .14

28 "79

30.66

17.18

1911

1915

1 964

197 4

Non-Downtown:
't1150 Grant Av

(G.Park Plaza)
*635 Pembina
(Grant Motel )
*2305 Mcphil'ps

(cdn. ci ry )

1983

197 9

1 981

I,000,000

1 ,660, 000

20,500,000

24.09

20.15

11 .46

07.05

02.50

09.55

1 963

1 966

197 6

The most obvious rerationship that emerges from the tabre
is that total- assessments on downtown commercial property

are significantry higher than on non-downtown properties in
terms of actuar market value" That is, downtown properties
are assessed at a significantly higher percentage of market

value than are suburban properties. This trend conforms to
Tabre 2 and Table 4 where the land portion of tlhe assessment

skewed the tax burden higher in older areas. As noted in
Table 3, this is in large part due to high rand assessments

in the inner-city relative to suburban properties. But

another, less obvious relationship can be detected which
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deals with the contribution of the buirding portion of the
totar assessment. rn the case study data, building assess-

ments were highest rerative to market value for buirdings
that v¡ere constructed prior to 1967; that is, the improve-

ment portion of the tax burden v¡as significantly higher for
older bui ldings than f or ner¡¡er ones.

In effect, this rerationship has 'distributional-' conse-

guences" simply put, the heavier tax load on older struc-
tures creates investment dis-incentives in areas of the city
with relatively high concentrations of order buirdings 

"

This is particularly true of certain parts of the downtown

core and of course older neighbourhoods.

The key to understanding this trend is rinked to buirding
assessment policy regarding the depreciation component of
building valuation. Às detailed in chapter Three, municipal
assessors appry a depreciation factor to building assess-

ments up to the poin! of the last reassessment. For stan-
dardization purposes, assessors depreciate buirdings only as

of December 31 , 1961; this because the rast reassessments

occurred in winnipeg in 1962. Arl buildings constructed
after this date are assessed at a 1967 repracement cost Iev-
ef, with no depreciation factor applied. By the same token,
then, buildings constructed prior to this date have enjoyed

a recognition of depreciation only up untir 1962, and sub-

sequent. depreciation has not had a significant effect on

assessed varues. This trend can be observed in the building
assessments and their relative ages in Table S.
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To illustrate the dynamics and significance of this fac-
tor, the following example can be considered: À buirding is
constructed in 1962. Let's say that it is a ten story
office buitding which cost 0.5 mirlion dollars to construct.
Today, 1986, a buirder wishes to construct, f.or nostargic or
other reasons, an exact reprication of the 1962 structure,
which will likely cost him in the neighbourhood of three
million dollars. According to the current cost ress accrued

depreciation assessment procedure, the varuations of the two

properties wirl be identical in light of the cancerlation of
the 'accrued depreciation' condemnation factor in 1962.

It stands to reason that the "value" of the two struc-
tures will not at alt be simirar. The 1962 model, having
endured 34 years of 'wear-and-tear' wirl require large infu-
sions of capital to bring it up to the same lever of quarity
as the 1986 version. This might manifest itderf in neces-

sary repairs to a leaky roof, otr other such means of ordi-
nary maintainance. The short explanation is that the order
structure is faced with immediate capitar costs or a history
of regurar capital infusion to bring it into qualitative
parity with the ne$¡er building, and to bring its current
market value into line. rf arr operaLing costs are capital-
ized, this substantially reduces the value of the order
building against the ner4¡, which, according to building
assessors, are of the same value. This, in addition to the
capitali zatíon costs of excessive land assessments in order
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areas ( rabte 3 ), substantially erodes the actual property
val-ues of older structures in the downtown core and in older
resident ial neighbourhoods.

5"2 rmplications of Tax poricv on Land use Development

Assessment poricy in respect of rand varuations distrib-
ute the tax burden according to land value relationships
that existed in 1949. This places a heavy rand tax burden

on the downtown core and order residentiar neighbourhoods.

The net effect is to discourage rand acquisition in these

areas for the purpose of development due to higher capitari-
zation costs" This introduces a strong bias in favour of
suburban development, where land ís more readiry avairable
and capitar costs of hording that rand are considerably row-

er due to property taxes.

The use of fixed land rates for assessment purposes fairs
to acknowledge the inherent varue of 'current use' as a

direct factor in l-and valuation. Land valuations remain

essentially the same irrespective of use. This has impor-

tant imprications for development. Firstry, it tends to
fuel the development of open land due to the fact that capi-
taÌ costs of owning the rand are no different whether devel-
oped or not. For commerciar properties, it can be argued

that the business tax (based on capitar productivity) par-
tialIy off-sets the magnitude of this factor, but the same

cannot be said for residentiaL development. Taken in con-
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junction with the sLrong distributionar bias of the tax bur-
den in favour of suburban land, this factor creates addi-
tional incentive for suburban residentiat development.

secondJ-y, the use of fixed land rates fairs to recognize

the indirect effects of changes in current use, In this
respect, the capital benefits which are accrued by proper-
ties surrounding a devetoped property are not reflected in
the assessment process. Taking the example cited before,
the deveropment of the st. vital shopping centre has the
effect of raising the property values of the surrounding
neighbourhood from a market value standpoint, but these ben-

efits are not reflected in Iand assessments. The general

trend in this regard is that contiguous uses benefit from

new deveJ-opment in terms of higher market value, and further
benefit from the non-payment of property taxes on that
unearned increment. Àgain, suburban properties are the ben-

eficiaries here because of an imbalance of new development

in these areas over the past twenty years in Winnipeg.

Property tax policy in respect of buirding or improvement

assessment in winnipeg arso has implications for rand use

and deveropment in winnipeg. As has been shown, the 34 year

freeze on the application of depreciation factors by assess-
ment officials praces a heavier tax burden on older struc-
tures. This creates inherent dis-incentives for private
investment in order buildings. The absence of the deprecia-
Èion factor necessarily holds assessments disproportionately
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high despite natural forces of deterioration of older build-
ings which decrease market values. Coupled with higher
maintainance costs, property taxes conspire to weaken the
financial stability of order commercial buildings in the
core. This is refrected in the low rents which ol_der com-

mercial structures along portage Avenue have been able to
command" Àverage rents in this area r¡¡ere 50 gOe" l_ower

than for comparable space in other areas of the city.7
According to one irate ov¡ner, "portage Àvenue has been the
goose that laid the golden egg for the tax department for
years," suggesting that the situation has reached the point
where the viability of the entire strip is in jeopardy. B

Tax poricy in regard to building assessments contributes Lo

the high operating costs of these buirdings, thus contribut-
ing to the erosion of property values due to capitalization.

Property tax policy with respect to conducting reassess-
ments arso has indirect implications for land use and devel-
opment. This is largely due to the fact that current
assessment practices are allowed to perpetuate, creating a

situation where assessed values no ronger resemble property
varues determined by the rear estate market. Ànd as devel-
opment proceeds, inequities grow rarger" This establishes a

system of 'tax preferences' that are enshrined within the
taxation systemì creating, in a senser ân eraborate network

of development incentives and dis-incentives which influence

qêê Fl Karl F¡re*.aA! gr 9uqu

Winnipeq Free Press,

âñ¡ Àaa¡^l ^g^Ã ñ^-^-! a- Ã^s¡¡v õÐÐvufoLEÐ, Itc:L)(Jt L _L)_Ll .Jt-+¿.

Nov. 23, 1984, p.3.
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the locationar choice of capital investments and ultimately
af fect patt,erns of land use"

5,3 Tax Polícv in Lioht of Municipal Land Use policv

Predominant land use pol icy in I^Iinn ipeg r âs developed

Chapter Four of this thesis, is concerned with re-direct
growth into existing older neighbourhoods and stimulat
investment and revitalization in the do$rntown core.

Specific policies relating to otder neighbourhoods stipu-
late that the city's responsibilities must be reinforced in
housing and community development, thus improving the

viability of the centrar city as viabre living environment.

The plan outlines several means of public support which are

to be allocated according to severity of need, including tax

incentives and stimuli for private investment in the resi-
dential, commercial and industrial sectors within older are-
as.

There is little connection between these land use objec-

tives and current tax poricies. Tax poricy which serves to
over-burden order st,ructures in terms of municipal tax load

will do little to stimurate "private investment" in these

areas, nor will it promote the rehabilitation of older
buildings" Property owners in the centrar city are faced

with high land assessments as werl as building assessments

which are unresponsive to the degree of deterioration of

these buildings" High taxes represent high operating costs

1n

ing

ing
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for most property ovrners, who have ress residual capitar to
invest in their homes or businesses in repairs and upgrad-
ing'

Poricies in support of suburban growth management recog-
nize the need for some growth in these precincts, but the
over-riding principtes are toward encouraging a "compact"
city form and limiting urban expansion beyond existing ser-
vice infrastructures. As we have seen, implications of tax
policy tend toward the stimulation of suburban residential
development by providing favourabre tax advantages in this
area. Firstry, land assessments in the outrying areas of
the city are significantry lower relative to the inner city.
secondly, unearned val-ue increments due to higher use devel-
opment are not reflected in higher rand assessments; this
providing an attractive incentive to propagate deveropment

within these areas. rn short, property values in the sub-

urbs are allowed to increase in terms of the real estate
market, while enjoying fixed tax rates. property tax pori-
cies do littre to encourage management and control of subur-
ban growth" Rather, they serve to encourage growth in these
areas by holding tax burdens artificially low in relation to
escalating property values.

Fina11y, Plan winnipeq denotes a third policy area as
rdowntown developmentr in which poricies aimed at strength-
ening t.he viabirity of the core area as a commercial_ and, to
some extent, residentiar area are formurated. rn this
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respect, some degree of poricy cohesiveness exists insofar
as tax poricy actively encourages new devetopment by assess-
ing buirdings at the 1967 lever of value, thus "untaxing" a

significant proportion of the current val-ue. Butr ês is the
case with older neighbourhoods, high rerative land assess-
ments are weighted against choosing the downtown as opposed

to the lower cost fringe areas.

rn the case of existing or older properties, tax policy
can in no way be deemed supportive of land use and deverop-
ment objectives. Particurarly devastating to order struc-
tures are high taxes on land and non-depreciated building
valuations which seriously undercut the viability of core
businesses. This dynamic is most notable on the north side
of Portage Avenue where declining property values, high
vacancy rates and ]ow rents have conspired to destroy retail
activity which has necessitated the present wholesaLe renevr-

al scheme currently in progress.

5.4 Conclusions

Ànalysis of the distribution of the tax burden in winni-
peg has produced the following results. The distribution of
Iand assessments skews assessment,s aÌ{ay from current val-ues

in such a way that older neighbourhoods suffer dispropor-
tionately high tax rates on land as compared to suburban

rand. when these high taxes are capitarized as input costs
of owning land in the inner city, the economic effect is to
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discourage investment. Analysis of the distribution of com-

mercial land assessments reveals that the current method of
valuation is unresponsive to changes in use. In other
words, it fails to recognize the accrued varue of deverop-
ment to that particular site and to contiguous uses.

The net effect of the concentration of commerciar and

residential deveropment in the suburbs, and concurrent use

of antiquated base levers in valuation, has tended to widen

the gap of inequities in the distribution of the tax burden

between older areas of the city, and the ne\¡rer suburban are-
as. Analysis of the distribution of building assessments

reveals that the current methods skew assessments in thai
older buildings bear a heavier burden of the tax road. This
dears a double brow to the revitarization of order neighb-
ourhoods and the downtown, and obstructs the ultimate reali-
zation of land use and development policy currently in prace
in the City of Winnipeg.

There is a demonstrated lack of poricy cohesion between

taxation and l-ocar land use objectives in winnipeg. This is
manifest mainly in the effects and impacts of the current
system of property tax administration and assessment proce-
dures used by the winnipeg Àssessment office. rt is readily
apparent that rand use poricies are not supported by loca1
tax poricy and it can be said that tax poricy in fact poses

a serious impediment to the potential realization of land
use and development policy in the city.
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The distribution of the tax burden has implications for
developrnent in two vrays" with respect to rand valuation,
assessments are heavily weighted in favour of fringe devel-
opment" In building valuation the distribution of the bur-
den falIs heavily on older structures in favour of nev¡

development.

rn general, tax poricy affects urban development by cre-
ating regions of tax favourability from the perspective of
private development. The case study analysis has shown that
such regions of tax favourability exist in winnipeg with
significant impact on the suburban areas, older neighbour-
hoods and the downtown core. Às tax poricy does in fact
influence urban development patterns, it cannot be said that

winnipeq. on the contrary, current tax policies effectively
distribute non-neutralities that have direct imprications
for future land use deveropment. These come in the form of
tax inequities which provide incentives for growth in direc-
tions antithetical to current land use poricy directives.

!'Iinnipeg's property tax 'non-neutrarities' come not in
the form of varying and discrirninatory tax rates as is the
case in many other centres, but rather, they are a result of
inequities in the distribution of assessed val_ues. These

have been allowed to evolve through

1 " an infrequent and, in terms of regislative responsi-bility, delinquent reassessment pollcy;
2" an.antiquated distribution pattern of base rand varueswhich reflect actual varueè of 1 949-so, but bear norelation to 1986 real property values; and

xat ion i tral wi d use in
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3. a method of assessing improvements which places a dis-proportionately heavy tax burden on order buildings of34 years or more due to the elimination of the dãpre-ciation allowance in 1962, and the valuation of uu-ir¿-ing costs at a 1967 replacement cost level
rn winnipeg, the inequitabre distribution of the tax bur-

den and its consequent negative impacts on land use is not

so much an administrative problem as it is a problem of tax
policy mismanagement. To a certain extent it can be argued

that assessors perform their roles competently and adequate-
ly according to the rules set out for them by tax policy-
makers. From this perspective, it clearly becomes the
responsibirity of policy-makers to set proper guidelines for
Lhem" who makes tax policy in winnipeg and whose responsi-
bility is it to see that poricy objectives are being rnet?

In chapter Three, it was noted that the citv of winnioeo

Act provides scant policy direction with respect to how

assessments are to be conducted in the city; it merery sti-
purates how often. In this respect, city councir is crearly
in breach of ensuring that the statutory requirements of the
act are being met. rn short, it is breaking the raw. For

example, in commenting on the povrer to order reassessments,

the Mayor has craimed that "It]heoreticalty, the assessor
has complete jurisdiction. He is a statutory officer. He

is not subject to the control of council. If our assessor

said, 'r have got the authority and r am going to reassess,'
it wourd put us arl in a very difficurt position."s Need-

e "Reassessment Effect on
Free Press, Nov. 22, 1984

Taxes
, P.1"

Alarms Norrie, " Wi nn i peq
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less to sêy, policy-makers must assume responsibirity for
ensuring the proper management of municipal functions.

The distribution of the tax burden is not fair, nor is it
equitabre. onry in the narrow sense that assessments are
made with neutral objectives in mind and objectivity at
heart can such a claim be made. ClearIy, poor policy
respecting how assessments are to be made, along with derin-
quency in conducting reassessments has destroyed ar1 semb-

lances of fairness in the present system. Moreover, the
arienation of property taxation from its theoreticar princi-
ples has had adverse consequences for land use and deverop-
ment.

Peter worf has noted that "because of the eventual impact
of assessmenL pol icy on land development, publ ic of f ic ials
in every community are armed with a potential and volatire
authority."to clearly, the exercise of tax poricy in winni-
peg has been (and is) an important force in the deveropment

of the cityi andr âs noted in this chapter, a sometimes

destructive force from the perspective of sound planning
principles. The next and finar chapter wilr explore the use

of property tax poricy as an instrument of positive rand use

effectiveness. rt wirr be an exproration into a potential
coordination of goars between fiscal tax policy and l_and use

management.

1 o Land in Àmerica, p.1 1 0,



P_resent systems of taxaËion in this country nei-ther provide for accornprishing rand use o¡jeêtlves
lor. do they remain neutraL" In far tóo manyinstances taxing systems contradict and serve tädefeat land !¡se objectives. However, contra-dictions can be corrècted, and tax proirams wtriðnfaciLitate the attainmenù of land üse-objã"ti;;;
can be developed. l

Chapt,er VI

GOALS

-- Orlando E. Delogu --

This being the finar chapter of the thesis, vre must

address the simpre and yet difficult question: 'so what?'.
The main charJ-enge of this thesis was to answer the question
in its simprest form. what difference does it make if tax
policy and land use policy are not related in terms of
goals? This has been addressed throughout the course of the
thesis; it has been demonstrated that municipar tax policy
is a force that can infruence, and in the case of winnipeg,
adversely affect the realization of municipar rand use ¡,:ori-
cies. As plannersr !r€ need to know more about the forces
that obstruct the effectiveness of that which planners do;
in particular, the estabrishment of poricies that serve the

r in Andrews, p. 214.
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public interest in the management and control of land use in
the city.

such knowredge can lead to solutions aimed at minimizing
the conflict of goars that exist in rocar government, and at
creating a more integrated approach to the execution of
these municipal functions" These solutions speak to the
more difficult aspects of the 'so what?' question. rt nov,

becomes a challenge of what must be done about the situ-
ation.

This chapter is divided into four sections. The first
section is a discussion about the broader context of the
problem: we know how it has come about¡ w€ are now prepared

to look at some possible reasons why it has come about. The

second section looks at the imperative first steps toward
municipal policy cohesion. It looks at how tax policy in
winnipeg can once again meet its overall objectives of equi-
ty and fairnessr ês well as how tax policy can remove the
contradictory elements that impede land use objectives. The

third section tooks beyond mere policy cohesion. rt looks
at ways in which tax policy and rand use objectives can be

coordinated within an integrated system of tax-supported
planning initiatives, The final section presents recommen-

dations in support of these aims.

the future.
It looks at options for
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6"1

As noted in Chapter Three of the thesis, tax policy in
the city has been of a controversial nature since 1g7g, with
the inaugural claims of two portage Àvenue property owners

to the Board of Revision. For the Province I assessment

reform has been an issue since earry 197g, with the commis-
sioning of the Manitoba Àssessment Review committee. Long

delays in much needed assessment reform raises speculation
as to whether or not assessment reform is possible t or even

desired, in Vtinnipeg.

According to an article in the winnipeg sun, "city coun-
cillors say reassessment was always put off because it was a

political hot potato."2 rn much of the liLerature on tax
reformt a phenomenon known as 'fiscar zoningr' or otherwise
as 'fiscal mercantilism,' is responsible for the apparent
lethargy or inertia exhibited by municipar governments

toward tax policy reform. To cite a winnipeg example of
ambival-ence to reform measures, a response by a city coun-
cill-or, "Ì+hose ward reaps windf all benef it f rom the city's
outdated assessment system, " refused to acknowledge the
report noting that "city council didn't ask for the report,

and there's no reason Ito] take it seriously."3

2 The winnipeq Sun, "Suburbs Get Shafted, " Oct. 25, 1gg5,

I gnore

p.3.
3 The_ Winnipeg Free press,

Study," Oct. 23, 1985, p"3.
"Councillor plans to
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'fiscal zoning' is a

term used to describe measures to
discourage the migration of famiries whose rocaltax contributions are not expected to cover theaverage cost of supplying them with the public
services at the current levels in that 1ocality.a

Fiscal zoning is motivated by intense concern by municipal
decision-makers for protecting the tax base, and thus ensur-
ing the maximization of tax revenues and minimization of
costs. rt refers to a srightry subterfugal system of fiscal
contror of tax'encl-aves' of simirar assessment characteris-
tics" Netzer suggests that this practice is more often rep-
resentative of "conscious discrimination rather than

incompetence or accident," where non-uniformity is actually
desired in an effort "to export service costs and import tax
base".5 rn this particular instance, Netzer is referring to
the manipuration of tax rates between competitive tax juris-
dictions, a situation that exists mainly in large American

metropolitan cities. rn winnipeg, tax rates are standard-
ized. However, vestiges of fiscar zoning are noticeabre in
the ineguitabre application of assessment rand rates in fav-
our of newer suburban development, and in heavy taxation of
older buildings.

Àccording to Jerome p"

lished principle that slums

Picard, "there is a well estab-

cost far more in public services

in "Tax Base Sharing: A Fiscal
Land Use Plannirg," JAIp 41, 197s

Economics of the Property Tax, p.

Àid Towards More Rational
ô^ ôn¡ PP. Jv->> o

183, 131"
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than they pay in taxes."6 one of the objectives of fiscal
zoning is to segregate groups of 'classes' of rocal service
consumers" In simpre terms, certain groups of residential
and commercial property ovrners are considered to be high-
cost consumers of locaI services, Generally this group is
associated with low-income wage earners; it is this group

that is defined as high consumers of soft services such as

police and fire protection, heatth and werfare services,
housing support subsidies, and institutionar facilities for
the elderry and handicapped. on the other hand, Iow-cost
consumers of local services depend less on soft services
than on hard services such as roads, sewers and generaJ_

utilities.
From the perspective of the city, the provision of soft

services represents a drain on municipal coffers in that
expenditures cannot be considered as investments in hard
assets, as is the case with tangibres such as roads. That
is, they do not represent an increase of the net worth of
the city's infrastructure, they represent services to prop-
erty that are not recaptured by the city.

The rationale for fiscal zoning, or the segregation of
low-cost from high-cost consumers of locar services, is as

folrows. Firstly, Ìocar decision-makers seek to maximize

the efficiency of service derivery by concentrating 'deficit
producing' service consumption areas" Secondly, it i s

n Lan as AffChano i n
stitute: w hi nqton 196

(ur
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assumed that the tax base is protected in the sense that
decl-ining property value eroding tax base areas associat-
ed with high-rever service consumers are contained and not

allowed to spread into Iow-lever consumption areas. More-

over, favourable assessments in stable property value areas

provide an attractive combination for additions to the tax

base in the form of new development.

As mentioned earlier, the situation in Winnipeg resem-

bling fiscal zoning is accomplished not by varying tax

rates, but by the slow evorution of assessment disparities
between the order areas of the city and the suburbs or newly

developed areas, worf has noticed this dynamic before in
stating that

preferential assessment occurs quite natural-
ly in communities where property reassessment is
infrequent. Such a system generally permits older
assessments to remain fixed, based on market va1-
ues of years gone by, which may have absolutely no
relation to current property values.T

rt can be said that the situation of "preferential-" tax

treatment for ner{r suburban development "evolved naturarly"
through tax policy mismanagement, but this is only a part
answer. There are other forces at work, primarily the

potentiarities of fiscal zoning for exercising effective
control of the tax base, which stand in the way of assess-

ment reform in the interests of equity and fairness,

7 Land in Àmerica , Þ. 1 1 1 .
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The desire to 'zone' properties in accordance with rev-
enue productivity is a by-product of the declining capacity
of property taxati.on for producing adequate revenues for
expanding municipal services. Because of this heavy depen-

dence, erected representatives tend to view development as

'increasing the tax base,' and thus make decisions on the
basis of maximizing the public fisc. "Dependence on the
property tax for rocar finance encourages rand use pranning
in the developing parts of urban areas designed to maximize

narrowr pârochiar fiscal advantage rather than economic

efficiency or broader social goals. " I rhese decisions
therefore may or may not be based on sound pranning princi-
ples" rn effect, fiscal zoning distributes the tax burden

according to revenue concerns rather than according to prin-
ciples of equity and fairness.

Pressures to preserve the tax base in an era of decreas-
ing revenue erasticity to escalating service demands has

tended to isolate the property tax function of municipal
government in winnipeg both from its theoreticar objectives
and from other municipal policies relating to land use. rn
examining the role of pubric poricy, Meyer R. worfe has made

the following observation:

there are some interesting dichotomies inherent ingovernment poricies at all revers which presumablyfoster sensibre growth patterns on one irand, andencourage land shortages and sporadic irregular
development conseguences on the other.s

Dick Netzer, Economics of the property Tax, p, 166"

"Land use Economics and Generar Taxation poricy, " in Rich-
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The challenge in the face of fragmented and in some

respects self-contradictory municipar poricy in I,tinnipeg is
to create an awareness of the cause and effect dynamics

between taxation and l-and use planning, and to create a sys-
tem in which the two functions can comfortably coexist in
terms of their overall conseguences and objectives.

6"2 Tax Policv Reforms Removinq Development

Non-Neutral it ies

The first step in creating a more coordinated approach to
property tax poricy and rand use objectives is to remove the
non-neutrar impacts of tax poticy that disrupt the real_ iza-
tion of land use objectives. rn winnipeg, tax policy serves
to provide incentives lor suburban development and to dis-
courage the revitalization of older neighbourhoods and the
downtown" As cited in chapter Two, Beeman defines the term

'neutrality' as follows: "neutrarity means to avoid inter-
ference with the attainment of optimar alrocation and use of
resources."lo The property tax in winnipeg cannot be justi-
fied as a neutrar tax because of its preferential treatment
of nevrer structures and fringe area development. Moreover,

these incentives are antitheticar to prevalent rand use pot-

ard B. Andrews, ed
Citv, (Free press:
that the right hand
to. (p" 236).

. I Urban Land Use policv: The CentralN.Y., 1972), p.
does not know what the left hand is up

1o wm. Joseph Bgem?n_,.The Fropertv Ta:! and the spatial pat-
terl, of Growth Ï.tithin. Urban Àre ;washington D. C. , 1969 ), p;--11 

"
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at discouraging these trends. This dynamic is
supported by orlando E. Delogu's observation that

Present systems of taxation in this country lUSalneither provide for accomplishing rand,.,"'" oujå.-tives nor do !h.y remain ñeutral] rn far too ñranyinstances taxing systems contradict and serve todefeat land use objectives.ll
Basicarly, neutrarity in taxaLion asks: "is the tax

imposed so as not to distort the consumption or production
pattern of consumers or suppliers?"rz From the perspective
oi rand use and development in winnipeg, the answer is
crear" Àccording to the analysis in chapter Five, the tax
does distort natural consumption and production in the com-
merciaL and residential sectors, and does so in an adverse
vray in light of land use policy. Two objectives of tax pol-
icy reform must therefore be

1. to rearign property tax poricy in winnipeg with the
overal-I objectives of a fair taxation system, and

2" to eliminate the adverse non-neutralities of taxation
for development by returning winnipeg tax policy to a

neutrar state in terms of its impacts on rand use and

development.

rn essence, the two objectives are one and the same.

That is, by creating a system that is quantitatively fair in
terms of incidence, one necessarily creates a tax which is

11

12

orlando E" Ðe]ogu, "Land use Economics and General Taxa-tion Poricy," in Andrews, urban Land use poricv, p. )ls"
Çity of winnipeg; Research and poricy Anarysis Branch,uApproaches to urban Finance in winniô"g in '¡h; légo'""(Marctr, 1985), p. 17.
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economicarly neutral in that it farls equally upon arr
manner of production and consumption so as not to influence
development in one v¡ay or another at least not in theory.
rn so saying, it is reasonabre to assume that the two objec-
tives can be met by forlowing a single course of action.
Forrowing i.s a prescriptive path for meeting the two objec-
t ives.

The first stage of tax poricy reform is to adopt and

imprement key principles advocated in 1991 by the Manitoba

Asessment Review committee. These findings have been the

subject of five years of provincial scrutiny, particurarry
in the area of analyzing the ramifications of tax shifts
between crasses of properties. rn this respect a system of
portioning is being hammered out to soften the impacts of
massive shifts between classes of property. The province is
currently conducting its own reassessment to determine

exactry what the portioning formula wirr be" Tt is expected

that it will be implemented in the near future.
until- such a time as effective policy can be struck with

respect to portioning, it is essential that measures be tak-
en to remove the inequities that exist within property
classes. These constitute the Iocational non-neutralities
that contradict the generar poricy direction of rand use

objectives in PIan ltinnipes.

rn october, 1985, an appeal court judge ruled that the

city assessor in winnipeg was in breach of his statutory
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duty and ordered the immediate re-assessment of the city of
winnipeg to be compreted for the 1996 tax year. rn view of
these developments, assessments wirl soon be brought up to
date. However, it is imperative that the reassessment be

based on as recent a 1evel of value as possible.
Two factors are rel-evant to setting the lever of varue at

which properties are to be assessed. The first is avail-
ability of data, the second is aÌlowance for market fructua-
tions" concerning the avairabirity of information,
assessors argue that the lack of time a110wed in the october
court ruling for the 1986 reassessment wirl force the reass-
essment revel down; that is, insufficient time has been

granted for assessment officiars to bring costing manuals to
current 1eve1s, thus, the reassessment l-eve1 wirr likery be

based on a 1975 or earrier level of val_ue.13 Basing Lhe

reassessment on such a lever wirl not serve to eliminate arl
of the inequities that currently exist. clearly, assess-
ments must be based on as current a revel as possible in
order to accommodate inequities that are the result of
recent development.

concerning allowance for market fluctuations, the setting
of assessment levels at a fraction of current value is a

means of protecting the assessment function from a barrage
of public appears in the event of market fructuations, The

reasoning is this: if assessments are based on 100c" of 1996

1 3 rnterview with BIaine
Àssessment Office, Jan.

MacKinnon,
23 , 1 996.

Àssessor: Wi nn ipeg
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value, any market shifts will be immediately recognized by

property or.rners, who wi I1 demand a concurrent ad justment in

their property assessments. But by assessing properties at

only a fraction of value, ãñ owner is less apt to perceive

the relationship between his assessed value and the fluctu-
ating market value of his property"

In effect, the practice of assessing at a fraction of

value (or as is the case in Winnipeg, ât a much earlier lev-
el of value) is a \,ray of 'coding' assessments, or making

them pragmatically obscure in a wây, so that officials are

not over-wrought by assessment appeals. This, however, can

be taken to the extreme" Às John Shannon points out, "the
lower the assessment Ievel, the larger becomes the adminis-

trative graveyard in which the assessor can bury his mis-

takes. " r 4 In Winnipeg, the assessment procedure is totally
incomprehensible to the average citizen in that he has no

clue as to the relationship between his assessments and the

val-ue of his property. This becomes a problem when the

assessment function is not held accountable in the public

forum. In view of these two factors, it is reasonable to

set a level of value at or near 1980 values.

It is also imperative that a regular program of mandatory

reassessment be established to ensure that inequities are

not allowed to recur in the event of changing property va1-

1 4 "Conflict Between State Assessment
ment Practice," in Richard W. Li
Taxation U. S.A. (U. of Wisconsin
p.45.

Law and Loca1 Àssess-
ndblom, €d., Propertv
Press: Madison, 1967),
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ues. As Kenneth Back has pointed out;

Where real estate markets exhibit rapid changes,
either increases or decreases, an acceptable
degree of equalization can only be achieved by
frequent reassessments. Ideally, this requires
annual reassessments, however, few if any juris-
dictions are provided with sufficient resources. I s

Àccording to city officials, the estimated cost of the court
ordered 1986 reassessment v¡ould total approximately

$658,696.00. r6 As noted in Chapter 3, the cost of assess-

ment administration in Winnipeg is considered to be extreme-

Iy 1ow, thus a ç220,000.00 additional cost per year to main-

tain up-to-date assessments would not seem unreasonable.

Two other areas of municipal tax policy are in need of

reform. These are concerned with the nature of the "value"
sought by assessors and the means of or approach toward

arriving at that concept of vaLue in property valuation pro-

cedures. Again, these points have their antecedents in the

Weir Report and need not be elaborated in great length here.

However, in the interests of removing the non-neutralities
that disaffect land use policy objectives, fT IS IMPÀRÀTIVE

THÀT VÀLUE BE DEFINED IN SUCH A WÀY AS TO TNCLUDE A MARKET

DEFTNTTïON OF VÀLUE, ÀND THÀT A MARKET SALES APPROACH TO

VALUE SUPERSEDE THE PRESENTLY IMPLEMENTED COSÎ PLUS ÀCCRUED

DEPRECIATION APPROACH TO VALUE.

"Property Tax Administration: Current Condi
Future Possibilities," in Arthur D. Lynn, Jr.,
erty Taxation, Land Use, and PubIic PoIicy (U.
cin Þracco Ma¿li enn 1A'7ç,\ ^ trQo ¡-¡ss¿rvltf t r t e, , P. vv.

t{innipeq Free Press, Feb. 3, 1986, p. 3"

tions and
ed., Prop-
of Wiscon-

15

16
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In order to restore the current system of assessment in

?linnipeg to some degree of public legitimacy, Þroperty
assessments must be made more comprehensible to the average

citizen. According to the City's Research and policy Ànaly-

sis Branch, "the onl-y Ì{ay a taxpayer may begin to be con-

vinced that a tax is fair is if she or he can compare their
own case to some universal, understandable, standard. With

homes, the standard is va1ue, and to nearly everyone, 'vaI-
ue' means 'what would be received i f it v¡ere sold I ô 

r' 1 7

The use of market sales data to arrive at property valua-

tions has greater significance than increased public accep-

tance. À greater linkage between assessed values and real
market values ef fectively dismantles tax-motivated l-ocation-

aI incentives (in the case of winnipeg) between the suburbs

and older areas. The closer the relationship, the greater

the tax neutrality in terms of development incentives,
either unintended or sanctioned from the perspective of fis-
cal zoning. In other words, a tax that falls equally on all
property in accordance with the market value of that proper-

ty creates no tax-induced favourability from one area to the

next . I n Winn ipeg, thi s woul-d ensure that investment in

residentiar deveropment would be equally as attractive in

older neighbourhoods as in the suburban areas from the per-

spective of capitalization costs of the property tax.

17 "Approaches
p" 27 "

t.o Urban Finance in Winnipeg in the 1 980's",



A nev¡ definition of 'value' necessitates

ation methodology, or approach to value.

the Manitoba Àssessment Review Committee,

Assessment manuals should continue
however, it is the Committee's opinion
tions, contained therein, should
established by using sales data
replacement cost. 1 8

r30

a modified valu*

As suggested by

to be used,
that valua-

normally be
rather than

There are many lucid arguments that outline the deficien-
cies of the repracement cost plus accrued depreciation meth-

od. 1 s Most basic is the amount of time required. There are

simply not enough resources available to appraise the compo-

nent parts of each and every structure in the city on a
three year basis. To do so, each of winnipegns assessors

would have to appraise 2,350 properties per yearr or about

ten per day this is not feasibre. For the purpose of
this study, however, the key deficiency is the failure of
this method to accurately account for the 'use' factor in
varuation, and the intangibre effects of changes in use on

contiguous uses. rn a fairly rengthy statement, Radcriffe
presents the following indictment of this "questionabl_e"

appraisal system:

For nearly 40 years commentaries have appeared onthe cost of reproduction less accrued depreciation
Àpproach which have totally destroyed it on logic-
al grounds as a device for estimating market va1-
ue.". Thg most damaging defect of their approach
is that it requires the separation of thê- real
estate into two physical components, Iand and

18

19

A Fair Wav to Share, p. 84.

seê - f or cr¡amr.rl a lJcnrrr À
J ...

als (Hational Association of
p. 232

Babcock, ReaI Estate Àpprais*
ReaI Estate Boards ¡ 1 932) ,
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building, and the separate estimation of the varueof each component so that the totar may represent
the market price of the combination. ClearIy, theindividuar and separate contribution of each com-ponent to the market val_ue of the total going con-cern is not determinable. . . such -summation
appraisals are condemned as unsound, inaccurate
and misleading. ,o

The importance of using sal-es data to determine market

value is that the market itself assesses the contribution of
the use, or income potential to the total- varue of the prop-
erty consisting of rand and buildings. Thus, much of the

'untaxed' value which is lost to assessment would be cap-
tured as it is interpreted by the market and evidenced in
sales data. Moreover, this would remove inequities current-
ly existing in winnipeg where higher use value is unrecog-
nized in suburban areas, and where too high a use val-ue is
recognized in order areas, and, as v¡e have seen, pêrticular-
ly in older areas of the downtown along portage Avenue.

Presented here are suggested courses of action with
respect to tax policy reform in winnipeg. These, of course,
represent only the 'tip of the iceberg' the weir commis-

sion made over 170 such recommendations. These steps must

be considered as fundamental, however, to the interests of
land use policy; that is, they attack those inequities or
non-neutralities that contradict the objectives of plan win-
nipeq. They are house-keeping measures to "keep assessment

crean" in respect to disarlowing interference with the opti-

2o Richard u. Radcliff, Çurrent practices in rncome propertv
eoofui=ut - + Ctit ornia tBerkeley, 1967), p.11.
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mum allocation of resources" These represent basic steps

toward the fundamental objectives of taxation systems, rt
is the very least that must be done.

6.3 Tax-supported Plannings The case for Non-Neutral-itv

To this point, strategies have been put forth in an

effort to restore property tax poricy in winnipeg to its
neutral condition, thus alleviating the non-neutraÌ conse-
quences of poor tax policy which undermine rationar pranning
principles enunciated in current land use policies Though

it is possible to conceive of the assessment of real proper-
ty as a neutral exercise municipar government in terms of
its objectives, it is not possible to conceive of it as neu-

trar in terms of its conseguent impacts on deveropment. Tax-

aLion policy, which governs the assessment process, is not

neutral. This has been documented in the analysis in chap-

ter Five of this thesis. But this situation is not only
true of winnipeg" George E. peterson offers this important
general observation:

Assessment policy affects the distribution of tax
burdens among loca1 residents, it can serve toat,tract or repel new commercial investment; and itcan encourage or discourage improvement to the
housing stock. For this reason, it is disingenu-
ous for assessors to hide behind the facade thattheir job is policy-neutral, consisting only ofthe determination of the market value of par-
ceIs. 2 r

21 Peterson, ed., propertv Tax Reform (rhe urban Land rnsti-tute¡ Washington, 1973), p.11.
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Taking our cue from Peterson in that neutrality is merely an

administrative "facade" of the assessment stage of Laxation,

and recognizing the inherent non-neutrar impacts of the tax

system as a whole, it is possible to view taxation in a dif-
ferent rightt it is possible to consider taxation as a non-

neutral fiscal policy erement in service of land use policy
rather than as a principal foe" These possibilities have

been considered before: Raleigh Barlowe notes that
Property taxes are not ordinarily used for non-
revenue purposes. It must be recognized, however,
that tax policies can be used quite effectively,
along with the police, eminent domain, spending,
and proprietary por.Jers of government, as a means
for controlling and directing future develop-
ment. 2 2

And Frederick D, Stocker notes that
The properLy tax, even in its present form as a
tax that falls equally on land and improvements,
would seem to be potentially a highly effective
tool for deliberately influencing urban develop-
ment. But before it can be brought fully into
play in that unaccustomed role, there needs to be
a fairly c1ear, unambiguous, and generally accept-
ed view of what a rational pattern of urban growth
is.23

Stocker makes two key points here" FirstIy, the property

tax can be used as a positive instrument of pubric land use

policy, and secondly, he cautions that in order to dc so we

must have clearry defined and rationar land use poricies
that have the general support of the public, In short, it

22'rTaxation in Agriculture"
Property Taxation U"S"À.,

23 lrPrrrnerlv rFnv.a{- ì nn T.anri
, 

-e.. 
e

Growth PoIicyr" in Àrthur
at iofr, Land Use and PubI ic

in Richard W"
p. 100.

Lindblom, ed",

TIca ãñ

Ð, Lynn
d Rationality in Urban
Jt. , ed. , Propertv Tax-
p" 193 

"
Policy,
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is essentiar that rand use policies are backed by solid
support and commitment at the local lever. Mabel Í.talker

agrees with this chronorogy; "rt wourd seem to be desirabre
to establish goals in land use planning before vre try to
achieve these goals by tampering with the taxation sys-
tem. tt 2 4

winnipeg's experience with plan winnipeq indicates a need

for some improvement in the area of public support for
municipar rand use policy. Firstry, attitudinal differences
have red to a protracted squabbre with the province over

some key elements of policy direction such as the urban rim-
it rine. Moreover, generar policy directives do not receive
direct fiscal support as do policies relâting to hard ser-
vice delivery. rn effect, the primary poricy objectives of
revitalization of order neighbourhoods, downtown development

and suburban growth management are treated as 'soft' poli-
cies to be considered by council where convenient" This is
evidenced by such gualifiers as "where, in the opinion of
councir", "as council sees fit", "shalr encourage where pos-

sibre." on the other hand, policies relating to streets and

transportation; water waste and disposar; and parks and rec-
reation enjoy direct linkage with the five year capital
budget, which precludes discretionary treatment by councir.

"Land Use Economics and General
Urban Land Use Po1icv, p. 218.

24 Tax Policy," in Andrews,
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To create a sense of "hard policy" in the general policy

direction of Plan winnipeq, the plan must be immediately

adopted as an official municipal by-law. À1so, direct fis-
cal support of the plan must be balanced between general

policy areas and specific poticy in support of hard servi-
ces.

These are not uncomplicated tasks; each would require
much work before they could be implemented. But until such

a time as municipal land use policies in Winnipeg receive 1)

solid public support in the form of commitment to the plan,

and 2) financial support in the capital budget, it would be

highly unreasonable to suggest that these policies receive

the support of the taxation system. Land use policy must be

clearly defined and clearly supported before a model of tax-
supported planning can be effective.

Tax support of land use policy is predicated on the judi-
cious allocation of property tax non-neutralities that rep-

resent fiscal support of those policies. It is possible to
conceive of tax-supported land use policy as consisting of

two key component parts: tax support of land use policy
from the revenue side of fiscal policy, and tax support of

land use policy from the expenditure side of fiscal policy"
These two components form thd basis of the remaining recom-

mendations of this thesis.
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@ Revenue Support of Land Use Po1icy

The problem of creating a greater degree of coordination
between taxation and planning is a complex one. planning

clearly involves the conscious and positive allocation of

urban resources. Taxation, which seeks economic neutrality
in its administration, affects the allocation of resources

by its very nature" As Netzer puts it, "it tends to lead to
patterns of resource allocation which differ from those

which would obtain in its absence."25 In a sense, it uncon-

sciously and negatively affects resource aIl-ocation in its
consequent impacts on urban deveJ-opment. The problem then

becomes: how does greater coordinaLion between taxation and

planning corne about without compromising the fundamental

presuppositions of either or each?

An effective solution lies in the distinction between

assessment administration and property tax policy. At one

point in a conversation with a representative of the Socia1

Planning Council, the following suggestion was made: The

key to the solution "l-ies in keeping assessment clean " ff
you want to diddle with the results, it has to be done by

the policy-makers."26 though somewhat cryptic out of con-

text, this perspective is highly significant. What is
I

referred to here is this: assessment can, and perhaps

should, continue to be an objective science concerned with

simple, accurate, property appraisal procedures regardless

Economics of the Propertv Tax, p. 67.

Harvey Stevens, interviewed Dec. 12, 1986.

25

26
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of vrhat this means economically for development and land use

distributions. It thus meets its self-imposed criterion of

neutrality, and frees assessors from subjective judgement in

the area of the value impacts of various land use policies.
On the policy Ievel, however, it is possible to provide

for adjustnrents in the distribution of the tax burden to
support land use policies and planning initiatives in a non-

neutral vray. The means of affecting such a re-distribution
of the tax burden is through the implementation of nunicipal
development support levies based on a priority of need.

This process involves the manipulation of tax rates in order

to create localized incentives for investment in pre-

determined policy areas. Recalling a point to this effect
from Plan Winnipeq, "the city's primary tax leverage poten-

tial is in the form of tax deferals on its or¡n property tax

for nevr residential development in older neighbourhoods or

on major improvements to existing properties."2T

The use of municipal development support levies can be

viewed as an elaborate system of tax incentives that are

enshrined within the taxation system. Currently, tax incen-

tives for development are allotted on an ad hoc basis by

decision of council. I^iith respect to the 'ethics' of this
practice, Mabe1 Walker asks a question of fundamental impor-

tance;

Do we seek equity and incentive for all taxpayers,
or only for the urban developer? If the tax sys-
tem of a city so inhibits private developers that

27 Draft Bvlaw 2960/81 , P. 16.
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certain projects can be accomplished only by spe-
cial tax favours, then the city had Ueltei give
its tax system a rigorous overhauling. ¡uslice
for all seems a more worthy objective than special
favours for the few. " 2 I

The basic premise of municipal development support levies
is to provide equitv and fairness in the use of tax incen-

tives to stímulate private development. Such a tax policy
initiative can create a direct rinkage between locar tax
policy and municipal tand use policy. Moreover, such a sys-
tem of tax burden distribution has progressive erements in
terms of development. Through priorization based on need,

tax rates can be manipulated in such a way as to refrect a

specific abiritv to pav I a basic objective of the property
tax system.

o Expenditure Support of Land Use policy

Direct. fiscal support of rand use policies can be accom-

plished through the ìuse of a planning-programming-Budgeting

system (ppes) model for expenditure control- and resource

allocation at the municipal lever. This system is designed

to integrate the overall objectives of pranning with the

budgetary process to create a comprehensive strategy for
coordinated municipal policy. Traditionarly, pranning ini-
tiatives and land use poricies have been kept separate from

the budgetary process.

The failure of the capital budget to provide direct fis-
cal- support for land use policies is largery due to the sus-

ceptibility of the budget to economic constraints and to

28 Walker, in Andrews, Urban Land Use policv, p. 21g.
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"tunnel vision focus on short-term budget execution and con-

trol" where long-Lerm planning considerations are lost to
short term physical development objectives.2e À key aspect

of the PPBS is the comprehensive evaluation of the physical,
social and economic needs of a community, and priorization
of these needs into a long-term resource allocation program.

Dr. Ruth Davis summarizes the complex PPBS approach as fol-
Iows: "The SysLem Design senience is WHERE, WHEN, WITH

wHÀT, AND WITH WHOM, yOU MUST ACCOMPLISH WHAT, FOR WHOM, AND

WHERE. '' 3 O

Using the

enues can be

outlined in

already been

to provide a

expenditures

these areas.

2s Vincent J. Moore, "Integrated
or Bureaucracy?" in Virginia
Proqramming-Budqet inq Svstems,

integrated approach offered by PPBS, tax rev-

allocated according to land use policy areas as

Plan Winnipeq. The areas of greatest need have

identified in the plan, the task now would be

more clear priorization of that need from which

could be graduated and allotted according to

Fisca1 support of land use and development policy can be

accomplished through innovative programme development tech-
niques such as the PPBS" This system poses a structure for
coordinated policy at the municipal Ieve1, and clearly iden-

tifies the target area for expenditure allocations. More-

overr âs time progresses and new priorities for expenditures

PPB Systems: Breakthrough
Curtis, ed., Planninq-

(esPo NaÈionaI Planning
Conference: Chicago , 1969) , pp, 2-3.

3o as cited by Wilbur A. Steger, in Curtís, ibid., p.47.
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emerge, the PPB System can accommodate such changes within
its programme framework. This restores a clear relationship
between where a cornmunities needs are, as estabrished by

municipal land use policies, and where municipal revenues

are spent. It restores the benefit for services orinciole
to a place of prominence in the tax policy structure.

The major task confronting the creation of more coordi-
nated fiscal and planning policy is to establish a depart-
mental body to oversee the overall fiscal management of var-
ious functions of the executive wing. In Winnipeg, the

functions of assessment, planning, and budget preparation

are aIl split between four separate administrative streams.

In view of this structural organization, it is not surpris-
ing ihat unrelated and sometimes contradictory policy can

co-exist in the overall fiscal management of the city. At

present, it is the Board of Commissioners that makes the

ultimate fiscal management decisions on the basis of 'com-

peting' claims from each of the separate departments.

6"4 RecommendaÈions

On the basis of the above discussion, it is obvious that
immediate and dec isive measures must be undertaken i f
assessment unfairness and taxation non-neutralities are to
be kept in check. Following are a number of recommendations

which offer themselves as a direct result of this study:



@ Recommendatíon 1

In order to re-create equity and fairness
tribution within specific property classes,

ed

in

ir
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the tax dis-
is recommend-

TTTå,T THE LE\TEL OF VALUE INCORPOR.åTED FOR THE 1986
REASSESSMENT BE SET å,T NO EART,IER THAN AT A, 1980
LEVEL, Ati[D THAT A REcttLAR CYCIJE OF SUBSEQTIENT
REASSESSMENTS BE }IÍADE MANDåTORY E\¡ERY THREE YEARS.

@ Recommendation 2

rri the interests of removing the non-neutrarities that
disaffect land use policy objectives, it is recommended

THå,T VÀLUE BE DEFINED IN SUCH A WAY ÀS TO INCLT'DE
A MARKET DEFINITION OF VALI'E, AND THÀT À MARKET
SÀLES APPROACH TO VALT'E SUPERSEDE THE PRESENTLY
IMPLEMENTED COST PLUS ACCRUED DEPRECIÀTION
APPROÀCH TO VALI'E.

@ Recommendation 3

To create a sense of "hard policy" in the general policy
direction of Plan Winnipeq, it is recommended

THAT PLAN WINNIPEG BE IMMEDIÀ,TELY ADOPTED AS AN
oFFrcrAL MtNrcrpAL BY-LAW, AND THAT ÐTRECT FTSCAL
SUPPORT OF THE PLA,N BE BALANCED BET9IEEN GENERåL
POLICY AREAS AND SPECIFIC POLICY IN SUPPORT OF
HARD SERVICES.

Reconmendatíon 4
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The basic premise of municipal development support l-evies

is to provide equity and fairness in the use of tax incen-

tives to stimulate private development. To this end, it is
recommended

THAT MT'NICIPAL DE\TELOPT{ÍENT SUPPORT TJEWIES BE
ESTABLISHED TO STIMULATE PRIVATE INI/EST&TENT IN
POLICY AREAS BASED ON NEED AND IDENTTFTED TN THE
DEVELOPMENT PLAN.

@ Recorn¡nendation 5

ln order to create a greater degree of fiscal support for
Iand use policy, it is recommended

THAT A SYSTEM OF EXPENDITURE ALI¡OCATION BASED ON
THE PPBS MODET, BE TIrILIZED IN THE PRIORIZATION OF
NEED AND FISCÀÎ, PROGR.AMME DE\¡ELOP}TENT IN I{INNIPEG"

e Recommendation 6

The administration of a tax-supported planning program

requires a greater degree of inter-communication between

planning, taxation and budgeting" This can be accomplished

by realigning these three departments under the same admin-

istrative stream. Innovative fiscal programme development

can only come about through the input of all of these tradi-
tionally separate municipal functions; they must work

together rather than as adversaries" It is therefore recom-

mended

THAT TI{E ASSESSMENT DEPÀRT'I'IENT, ENVIRONUENTAL
PIJÀNNING DEPÀRIÍI'TENT ÀI'TD THE BT'I}GET BT'REÀU BE
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CONTATNED WITI{IN THE SAME
CTTY OF WTNNIPEG.

EXECUTT\TE WT3{G ÎN THE

6"5 Summarv

Current conflicts of goals between local tax policy and

land use objectives in ?linnipeg stem from the narrow paro-

chial interests of local decision-makers whose main inter-
ests are in the preservation of the tax base over and above

basic land use policy interests. This is due in part to the

shrinking effectiveness of the property tax to generate suf-
ficient revenues to finance a broad spectrum of local- ser-
vice involvements. However, as noted by Delogu,

Theoretically, tax policies having negative
effects on land use objectives are capable of
being corrected, and perhaps of greater impor-
tance, and range of positive uses of the taxing
power can be developed which will encourage accep-
tance and achievement of land use objectives.
I{hether or not these devices and programs, âs sim-
ple as some of them may be, will be used is
another question a question of political wi11.31

The initial task of reform is to create an awareness of

the serious ramifications of a breakdown in municipal policy
cohesiveness. In this respect, the orderly physical devel-

opment of the City of Winnipeg is clearly obstructed by

antiquated and harmful tax policy. The second task is to
admit that we have a problem in this regard. And the final
task is to summon the political will to address this problem

31 Delogu, in Andrews, p. 210"
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effectively and from the perspective of broader social and

economic aoals.
I.7e need reform of tax policy to realign its execution and

impacts with its basic theoretical objectives. This becomes

the minimum form of redress. This can be done through keep-

ing assessments up-to-date, and establishing a methodology

that is consistent with equity and fairness, and removes

inherent biases which work to the detriment of land use pol-
ic ies "

Vle need also to look at ways in which tax policy can be

used in the active service of land use policies. This can

be done on both the revenue and expenditure sides of fiscal
policy in which municipal budgetary considerations are based

on policies established in PIan Winnipes. This would

require some degree of policy priorization and administra-

tive reorganization, but the essential ingredients are

already there, and the administrative structures already in
place. What is lacking is broad understanding and support

for such measures.



CONCLUSION

Property taxes exert pressures which influence land use

decisions and urban development. The administration of the

present system of property taxation has direct effects on

land use which in turn affect locational choices for specif-
ic uses as well as the spatial distribution of urban

resources. The establishment of tax policy and assessment

procedures within the municipal fiscal context affects the

goals and priorities of urban development. This creates an

opportunity for conflict between land use planning goals and

assessment policy.
This thesis has examined the relationships, both actual

and potential, between two functions of locaI government in

Winnipeg: property taxation and land use pianning. Chapter

One reviewed the work of other studies in this area focuss*

ing on how taxation effects land use in other study con-

texts. Chapter Two surveyed the historical development of

the property taxation system in Canada and established the

basic theoretical principles toward which taxation systems

strive. Chapter Three examined the basic elements of tax

policy in Winnipeg and described how the property tax is
administered in the Winnipeg tax jurisdiction" Chapter Four

examined the current l-and use poi- ic ies in place in the c ity
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in order to provide a context for an evaruation of the rera-
tionship between these policies and those of property taxa-
tion. ChapLer Five analyzed that relationship from the per-
spective of how the tax impacts on development in winnipeg

and evaruated the degree of cohesiveness of the two policy
systems. chapter six focussed on how the two functions
could be coordinated in a more constructive vlay from the

perspective of Iand use and development. conclusions vrere

made toward a positive integration of the two functions in
terms of policy objectives and organízationar structures,
and recommendations were put forth to this effect.

The study of tax effects on urban development is not an

easy task, it necessarily invorves a complex labyrinthine
passage through overrapping fields and interests. Às Beeman

has pointed out, "the interests of urban economics, urban

planning, and locar pubric finance join when the effects of

the property tax are considered."l what is more, each study

is unique in that differing locar government structures,
fiscar policies, and tand use objectives compricate the pro-
cess of deriving commonarities between separate jurisdic-
tions in this problem area.

CoordinaLed municipal policy can only begin to emerge

from the study of the inter-rerationships between all of the

forces which ultimatery determine the direction of growth in
the city; and of these, property taxation must be recognized

r Thg Propertv Tax qnd the spatial pattern of Gror¡th within
Urban Areas, p. 11.
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as a key player" It is only then that a proper symbiosis

can emerge between taxation and local land use objectives,
and between fiscal policy and planning as a who1e.
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